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Gorbachev, Yeltsin May Attend 13 Sep EC Talks 
AU 3108142191 Rome ANSA in English 1020 GMT 
31 Aug 9! 

[Text] (ANSA) The Hague, August 4) — Sovect Presi- 
dent Mikhail Gorbachev and Russian Pressdent Bors 
Yeltsin will be invited to attend a summut of European 
Community heads of state and of government to be 
probably held on September 13 in The Hague. a Dutch 
Foreign Ministry Spokesman sand Friday [30 August] 

A formal invitation has not been sent yet, the spokusman 
said. adding that the presidents of newly-independent 
Soviet republics may be invited as well if events im the 
Sovect Union between now and the | Mh warrant ot 

The summit will focus on the Community's relations 
with the Soviet Union and the republics that have 

broken away from Moscow 

The spokesman also confirmed that EC foreign ministers 
will be meeting in the Dutch capital September 3 to 
discuss the Yugoslav crisis and again on September 6 for 
talks on relations with the Baltxe Republics and former 
communist governments in Eastern Europe 

The foreign ministers of Lithuania, Latvia and Estoma 
have been invited to the September 6 mecting 

Andreotti: EC ‘May Recognize’ Croatia, Slovenia 

403108141191 Rome ANSA in English 0814 GMT 

31 Aug 9! 

[Text] (ANSA) Rimini, August 30—The European Com- 
munity may recognize the independence of the Repub- 
hes of Croatia and Slovenia if the Yugoslav f eceral 
Government does not abide by a Sunday [| September] 
midnight deadline for a troop withdrawal and ceasefire. 
Itahan Prime Minister Giulio Andreott: sand on Friday 

Andreotti echoed carlier statements made by Foreign 
Minister Gianni de Michels, notung that the EC acts as 
a single body in foreign policy decision-making and 
warning Yugoslavia not to expect single countries to 
make independent decisions 

“Those who hurriedly ask us to take immediate autono- 
mous positions forget that political cooperation among 
Community countries 1s an international pact.” he said 

Italian Foresgn Minister Gianni de Michelis on Monday 
sent a message to the presidents of the Yugoslav repub- 

ics asking that federal forces withdraw to barracks and 
warning that the EC “may be forced to change its 
policies” toward Beigrade if 1 does not enforce a cease- 
fire to stop bitter ethnic fighting in Croatia 

EC foreign ministers will meet in The Hague Tuesday to 
discuss possible options in case the deadline 1s not met 
Some of these include possible sanctions against Serbia. 
recognition of Croatia and Slovema and direct involve- 
ment by the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe, CSCE 
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Croatsa has accepted the EC proposal but Sertua has yet 
to respond 

If the deadline 1s not met by the government, Andreott: 
said, “the will previously capressed by the republics will 
have to be recognized.” referring to the June 25 inde- 
pendence declaration by < roatsa. More than 400 people 
have been killed in fighting since then 

Council on Slovenian, Croatian “Guest Status” 

LD3108205291 Belgrade TANIUG in English 

1653 GMT 31 Aue 9! 

[Text] Pars, August 3) (TANJUG)—Secretary General 
of the Council of Evrope Catherine Lalumvere said today 
that the Yugoslav Republics of Slovenia and Croatia 
might soon gci special gucst status in the council 

The rssuc will be discussed neat Friday im Paris at the 
session of the council's standing committee, Lalumere 
said 

Speaking of the Baltuc Republics of Estoma, Lithuamsa and 
Latvia, Lalumucre said they might become full members of 
the 25-member-state Council of Europe next January. 

She added that the Baltic republics may get special status 
within the neat few days which would cnable them to 
participate om the work of the parliamentary assembly 

but without voting nghts 

French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas returned here 
today from a tour of the Baltic republics with thei 
requests for admission to the United Nations. The 
republics asked France. as a permanent member of the 
UN. Security Council, to make the motion for thei 
admission to the organization 

France never recognized the annexation of the three 
Baltic states by the Sovict Union in 1940 

EC Head Hails Serbian Decision on Peace Plan 

LD3108222°9! Belerade TANIUG im English 

2117 GMT 31 Aue 9! 

[Text] Brussels, August 31 (TANJUG)—The Govern- 
ment of the Netherlands. which currentlh pressdes over 
the European Community. this evening welcomed the 
decision of the Yugoslav republic of Serbia to accept the 
EC. peace plan adopted on Tuesday in Brussels 

The peace plan envisages the sending of international 
observers to Croatia, convening of a peace conference, and 
arbitration of the Yugoslav dispute by European jurists 

We are pleased with Serbia's agreement to the European 
peace proposals. said a spokesman for Dutch Foreign 
Minister and President of the E.C. Council of Ministers 
Hans van den Brock at The Hague 

The spokesman said Van den Brock was prepared to 
leave for Belgrade to sign on behalf of the Community an 
agreement on the cessation of hostilities between the 
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Yugoslav partes involved om the conflect. He added that 
the European Community could shortly convene the 
peace conference 

EC-SFRY Cease-Fire Planned 

ALOIO91 44591 Paris AFP in English 1116 GMT 
1 Sep 9! 

[Text] Belgrade, Sept | (AFP)}—Dutch Foreign Minister 
Hans van den Brock is cxpected here Sunday [! Sep- 
tember] to sign a ceasefire agreement between the Euro- 
pean Community and the parties to the Yugoslav conflict, 
a Dutch diplomat sand The Dutch diplomat said he hoped 
the EC-mediated truce accord, which also calls for the 
deployment of EC observers in Croatia, would be 
respected 

Henry Wiynaendts. the Dutch ambassador to France and 
an EC special envoy. met with the foreign muenister of 
Serbia, Viadislav Jovanovic, on Saturday. After thei 
talks, Jovanovic said Sertua would accept the deploy- 
ment of EC observers. on condition that they were 
civihans, to monitor a ceasefire in Croatia. where there 
has been heavy fighting between Serbian nationalists 
backed by the Federal Army and Croatian forces 

The Dutch diplomat said that Van den Brock, whose 
country currently holds the rotating EC presidency. was 
expected to arrive in Belgrade around 3.4) p.m. (13380 
GMT). He said the EC-Yugoslavia agreement would 
probably be signed Sunday evening 

Genscher Says EC Must Achieve Vugesiay Peace 

LDO2091 30491 Berlin ADN in German 1045 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

Text] Bonn (ADN)}—In the opimon of Foreign Minister 
Genscher (FDP) [Free Democratic Party}, 

tomorrow. In an article for the Erfurt-based 
THUERINGER ALLGEMEINE (Tuesday edition) Gen- 
scher writes that in addition the preconditions for sending 
EC observers to Croatia should be created 

In Genscher's view the signing of the EC proposals in 
Belgrade last Sunday offers the people of Yugoslavia a new 
opportunity to decide on the future shaping of their 
coexrstence. “I hope that all the parties have now realized 
enforced border changes, aggression. and the use of arms 
do not lead anywhere.” Genscher wrote. If issues of 

and cconomx cooperation are now again taking 
center stage then there 1s no alternative for the EC. The 
“last-ditch offer” by the 12 of 27 August should be the 

basis for negotiations On 3 September 
the CSCE crisis mechanism will have the opportunity to 
support the EC initiatives with the political weight of the 
3§ member states 
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EC Announces SFRY Peace Conference 16 Sep 

ALO3091 10991 Paris AFP in English 1047 GMT 
3 Sep 91 

[Text] The Hague, Sept 3 (AFP)}—The Dutch pressdency 
of the European Communnty (EC) plans to convene a 
peace conference on Yugoslavia on September 16, a 
Dutch Foren Munistry spokesman sand here Tuesday. 
He was speaking as EC foreign muenesters gathered to 
discuss details of the peace conference, and an EC- 
brokered ceasefire signed in Belgy ade carly Monday. 

The spokesman added that the first group of EC ceasefire 
monitors could leave for Croatua Tuesday to 
verifying the ceasefire. He warned that the peace - 
ence would not gct off the ground unless an efective 
internationally -monitored ceasefire was holding. 

He sand Dutch Forengn Minister Hans van den Brock had 
called Croatian President Franjo Tudjyman twice 
Monday to protest the outbreak of fighting in the town of 
Petryna, where the Yugoslav army was said to have 
attacked a Croat police station. Van den Brock warned 
that “mncidents lke thes” umperiiied the peace confer- 
ence, he sand 

The foreign ministers were cxapected Tuesday to name 
the head of a coordimating group to direct the peace 
conference process 

Talks on Western Troops in FRG To Oper. 5 Sep 

L.D3008113291 Hambure DPA in German 1028 GMT 
30 Aug 9! 

[Text] Bonn, (DPA}— The first international conference 
on the stationing of Western troops since Germany 
achieved sovereignty will begin in Bonn on $ September, it 
was learned in Bonn today. It was also made known that 
the Americans spoke out against and vowed reservations 
about a renegotiation of the former “troops statute.” 
Meanwhile, Washington however has appointed a dele- 
gation for the negotiations. The other countnes involved 
who have troops wm Germany are Great Britain, France, 
the Netherlands. Belgrum. and Canada 

The round of negotiations, limited for the tume being to 
two days, was convened by the Federal Government. 
Here ut referred to a review clause on the supplementary 
agreement on the status of NATO troops, which in 
practical terms has been continually renewed since the 
Troops Statute of 1952. which ended the nghts of the 
occupiers: The sovereignty of Germany no longer per- 
mits the old rules to be apphed further without changes. 
it was said Newther representatives from the Defense 
Ministry nor the Foren Ministry wished to make an 
official comment on the subject 

Apparently the essential question 1s that of adapting the 
responsibilities They refer to legal interpretations and to 
the previously great responsibilities of the allied troops 
on German territory Experts already reckon that nego- 
tations will last a long time 
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Perez de Cuellar on Soviet Crisis, Hostages 
PM2908 141991 Paris LE FIGARO in French 
29 Aug Yipd 

[interview with UN Secretary General Javier Perez de 
Cuellar by Laurent Mossu ia Geneva, date not given} 

[Perez de Cuellar] As UN secretary general, | am very 
respectful of the internal decisions of member states. As 
an observer, | will not talk of fear, but I nonetheless think 
there «5 reason for a deyree of concern or anxiety about 
the future. Especially regarding the balance of forces, in 
Europe and in the world, as | sasd just now 

[Mossu] What ¢ fects will this have on the UN organi- 
zation itself? 

| Perez de Cuellar] First, we must see what will happen in 
‘he next few days. Will the Sovret Union remain united 

detrment of the others, | am afrand that that will 
undermine the organization's efforts to find a peaceful 
and negotiated solution to international problems 

[Mossu] Some people are worrred about what will 

of nuclear weapons A good attitude in 
the Soviet Union will produce a good attitude among the 
Western countnes. We must hope that the fact that the 
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[Mossu] You paid warm tribute to Gorbachev and 
yesterday you received an envoy bringing a letter from 
Boris Yeltsin... 

[Perez de Cuciiar] That was an capression of gratitude 
toward Gorbachev. | was rather saddened by the way in 
which many newspapers have begun to humiliate him, 
after heaping praise on him a week carher. That is not 
my style. | have a good memory and that means great 
gratitude toward Mr. Gorbachev. | wanted to say to him, 
through the press. that as far as | am concerned, as far as 
the United Nations 1s concerned, we are grateful. 

As for Bors Yeltsin, | have not had the opportunity to 
really talk to him. He sent me a very interesting and 
cordial letter, mm which he capressed his wish to see the 
international bodies cooperating in solving the problems 
he 1s encountering 

|Mossu] Regarding the hostages—an issuc on which you 
have constantly worked—were you able to give Israel 
concrete evidence of the fate of its seven soldiers missing 
in Lebanon” 

[Perez de Cuellar} | have been im contact with the Israch 
authorities. | am perfectly well acquainted with their 
position. | must say that it 1s not a hardline position, i 1s 
a flexible atistude | think | may be able to find the means 
of satisfying the various sides. We are closer to a solution 
than ever. | am equally well acquainted with the view- 
points of the groups holding the Western hostages. and | 
think it 1s possible to bridge the gap between the two. | 
avoid the word optimism, but there are reasons to 
believe that a solution to the problem 1s not too far away. 

[Mossu] Is there a risk of the stakes being raised” 

[Perez de Cuellar] In a way | am the repository of the 
vanous sides’ positions, and | will not allow the stakes to 
be ransed. If that happens nonetheless, | will make the 
facts public and | will withdraw from the negotiations. It 
is an extremely insportant humanitarian issue and 
nobody has the mght to indulge in brinkmanship by 
raring the stakes 

[Mossu] Are the negotiations blocked. as the varnous 
sides claim” 

{Perez de Cuellar] | have 50 years of diplomatic service 
behind me | am used to negotiators They hold out until 
the last munute. This tome | was chosen by the partes 
involved. In a way | am acting as a witness, and | am 
determined to ensure that the various sides respect the 
positions they have told me they hold 
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Vranitzky, Mock on Serbia's Agreement to EC Plan 

AUOIO9IS4S91 Vienna Ocesterrench Eins Radi Network 
in German 1500 GMT 1 Sep 9! 

[Michael Kerbler report} 

[Text] Chancellor Franz Vranizky, as well as Foreign 
Minister Alors Mock, sad that Serbia's agreemen' to the 
EC peace plan is a positive signal from Beigrade A first 
important step toward the solving of the problems of our 
neighbors mm the southeast has been made, a step that 
must lead to permanent peace, Vranitzky said, referring 
to Serbia's agreement. 

The EC proposals opencd up a final chance for the 
solving of the Yugoslav crisis by means of negotiations. 
Foreign Minister Alors Mock said. According to the 
foreign minister, the fact tha! Serbia has come around is 
also due to the latest clear US. statement on the conflict, 
which made Serbia responsible for the escalation of 
violence. The current situation has clearly shown that 
only the road of internatsonalization can help to over- 
come the crisis, Mock sand. 

The chancellor also used similar arguments. Serbia's 
acceptance of the EC plan shows the success of Austria's 
strategy of entrusting a forum of the international com- 
munity of states with the settlement of the conflict, the 
head of government said. The future observation of the 
armustice 15 to serve as a yardstick for the success of the 
crisis instruments. sand Vranitzky, who offered Austria's 
good offices. The chancellor said literally: We are pre- 
pared to also contribute our cxupenences to an EC 
observer group. 

Waldheim Wants Recognition of Slovenia, Croatia 

AUOIO9I3Z1S91 Vienna KURIER in German | Sep 9! 
ps 

[Text] President Waldhewm yesterday advocated the rec- 
ognition of Slovema and Croatia as independent states 
together with other states. At the opening of the Ried 
fair, Waldheim advocated the continuation of Austna’s 
commitment in Europe to putting an end to the fighting 
in Yugoslavia. In this content, he stressed the “current 
intensive efforts to increase international understanding 
for Slovenia's and Croatia's will for independence ~ 

Austrian People’s Party [OcVP] Secretary General 
Korosec sad: If the massacre were to continue after the 
expiration of the EC ultematum., “there must not be any 
tactics or hesitation regarding on of Slovema 
and Croatia.” Stynan Oe VP Chairman Kramer said that 
Austria must be the “lawyer and interpreter” for 
Slovenes and Croats. In contrast to this, Stynan Social 
Democratic Party of Austria [SPOc] Chairman 
Schachner-Blazizek opposed a tralblazing role for Aus- 
tra regarding recognition 

SPO Central Secretary Cap appealed to the Yugoslav 
parties involved in the fighting to take the EC ultematum 
sernously and stop the fighting 
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On Ways To Settle Conflict 
AUO20908 359! Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
in German ! Sep 91 p 2 

[Excerpt] On 31 August, at the opening of the Ried Fair, 
Austnan President Kurt Waldherm came out in favor of 
continuing Aunria’s west for ondine the Ulesdy coals 
im Our newghhboring country of Yugoslavia. 

Austna should “therefore continue with all its scrength 
10 try to achieve an international movement for such a 
polecy mm the community of European states and beyond. 
1 themk that Austria, together with other states, can do 
great service to the democratic and peace-loving forces 
in Our southeastern neighboring country by acting m 
such a way,” Waldheim stressed 

Furthermore. the pressdent emphasized “Austna’s cur- 
rent mmtensive efforts to mecrease international ut. ser- 
standing for Slovenia's and Croatia's will for indepen- 
dence.” 

“These efforts on Austria's part.” the president said, 
“are based on our advocacy of the values of democracy, 
freedom, and human mghts and our conviction that this 
may bring an end to the bloody conflict in our ummediate 
neighborhood ” [passage omitted] 

Envoy Says Serbian Threats Taken ‘Seriously’ 

AU 3108162591 Vienna KURIER in German 31 Aug 9! 
ps 

[N. Stanzel report’ “Austrian Ambassador to Yugosiavia 
Siegh: “We Take the Threats Seriously] 

[Text] “Of course, we are takeng the threats seriously, 
however, we do not have any clue as to who 1s behind 1” 
On 30 August, in an interview for KURIER, Walter 
Sieg). Austran ambassador to Belgrade. commented on 
the “Black Hand's” threats to attack the Austnan mis 
won on Yugoslavia 

The “Black Hand” was a Sertian-nationalisi secret orga- 
nization that was founded around the turn of the century 
and. among other things. was responsible for the murder 
of Franz Ferdinand. successor to the Austnan throne, in 
Sarajevo 

Siegl. however. does not want to dramatize the situation 
The situation in Belgrade 1s calm Moreover. there are 
not nearly as many Austrians m the (Croatian cries area 

as there were in June during the fighting in Slovena 

Regarding the question of the recognition of Slovena 
and Croatia, Josef Cap. central secretary of the Social 
Democratic Party of Austria [SPOe]}, backed down some- 
what yesterday Just ke Chancellor Vraniurky sasd the 
day ae we ee a 
with the EC and the neighboring states On 28 August, 
SPOe foreign policy spokesman Peter Schreder still 
talked of Austria's role as an “webreaker™ if other states 
were to follow suit 
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Cap presented an opimon poll, according to winch 31 
percent are in favor of Austria's singic-handed effort. 
whale 48 percent advocate jornt international whons. 

, floor leader of the Freedora Party of Austria 
[FPOc], sad: “A backward somersault by the SPO 
Vranitzky still announced on 23 August that Austra 
would recognize Slovenia and Croatia and seck support 
from other s.ates. FPOe Chairman Hasder again called 
for immediate recognition 

Klagenfurt \ sed as Alternative to Zagreb Airport 

ALO109140091 Vienna ORF Teletext in German 
1313 GMT 1 Sep 91 

[Excerpt] The Zagreb Airport remains scaled off by the 
Croatian pole, and the airspace over Croat end 
Slovenia 1s closed. The Klagenfurt Asrport serves as an 
alternative [passage omitted] 

Mock Sends Letter to Baltics on Recognition 

ALODO9ORSEY! Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
in German | Sep 91 p 2 

{Text} Last Wednesday [28 August] Foreign Minister 
Alors Mock sent identical letters with the following 
contents to the ministers of Estoma. Latvia. and 
Lichuana, which WIENER ZEITUNG publishes here 

“Dear Mr. Minester, 

“The Republic of Austra has taken note of the will of the 
people of Estomsa to exercise their mght to self. 
determination by establishing an independent state 

“Ausina procends from the premise that thu state 
based on the proncupies of democracy. rule of law. and 
respect for human rights as well as the nights of all ethno 
a which have also been ot down m 

The full observance of these 
wer gt ~~ RA oe A 
tron of all groups of the population in the formation of 
the political will 1s the precondition for berg accepted in 

the circle of democratic-pluralistx states mn Europe 

“Furthermore, Austra proceeds from the premise that 
all questions that arise in connection with the indepen- 
dence of the Republoc of Estonia in its relations with the 
Soviet Umon will be solved by means of negotiations 

“Referring to the declaration of independence of the 
Republic of Estoma, | have the honor of telling you on 
behalf of the Austrian Government that the Republic of 
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Ausina recognizes the Republic of Estonia as an inde- 
pendent and sovereign member of the community, of 
States by propositira the resumption of diplomatic reia- 
thons between our two “tates 

“I lnk thes announcement with the hope for a contine- 
ation of the frendly relations, which pave already 
crusted between the Republic of Ausinia and the 
Republic of Estoma until now In the spurit of continuing 
these relations, Ausina assumes that continuity mm the 
field of international law treaties will be as great as 
possible and declares its readiness to continue applying 
these treaties in a pragmatic way for the time being. 

“Yours uncerely, 
‘Dr. Alon: Mock.” 

Investment Agreement Signed With South Korea 

403108165691 Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
in German 31 Aug 9! p 2 

[Text] On 3 August 1991 Austnan Ambassador Dr. 
Felix Miki and Mun Tong-suk, director general im the 
South Korean Foreygn Minrstry. exchanged the ratifica- 
tion documents for the bilateral investment-protection 
agreement The agreement provides for most-favored 
nation status, as well as for the equal treatment of 
nationals. {t will come into force on | November 1991 
and. after the agreements with the PRC and Malaysia. 1s 
Austria's third investment-protection agreement with a 
state of the economically rising Far East. 

President Waldheim Meets With Dalai Lama 
400309074091 Vienna WIENER ZEITUNG 
on German 3 Sep Yi p 3 

[Text] Teazin Gyatso, the 14th Dalas Lama, Tibet's 
spiritual and secular leader im cxile, was recerved by 
Presdent Kurt Waldheim in Vienna on 2 Sepiember 

The Dalai Lama has appealed to the European gover- 
ments not to flag wm thei efforts for peaceful change in 
Trbet 

The president and the Dalai Lama held an catensive 
exchange of opinion, which focused on the role of 
religion in the efforts for a peaceful solution to imterna- 
tronal problems 

Before his meeting with the Austnan president. the Dalai 
Lama vited the Buddhewt Center im Vienna In the 
afternoon he met with Foreygn Minister Alon Mock in 
parhament. whom he briefed on the alarming situation 
om Tibet 



Netherlands 

Labdbers Government Survives No-Confidence \ ote 

LI°2908 183691 Hilversum Radio Netheriands 
im English 1130 GMT 29 Aug 91 

[Text] Here m the Netherlands a cabinet (crisis) has 
been averted. The coalition government of Social Dem- 
ocrats and Christian Democrats survived a vote of no 
confidence mm parhament. 

In the conflict about the country's social policy, the two 
ruling parties gave thei support to the cabinet of Prime 
Minister Ruud Luubers after he had given assurances 
that th> purchasing power of social security beneficianes 
wouk| not b- reduced next year. The direct cause of the 
polit: cal conflict between the coalition partners was the 
shar criticism capressed by the rank and file of the 
left-rang Social Democrats of a cabinet decision not to 
ras social security benefits im the Netherlands m 
tandem with wage increases in industry. 

Lubbers Asks for Quicker Western Aid to USSR 
LD3108115991 Hilversum Radio Netheriands 
in English 1130 GMT 31 Aug 91 

[Text] Netherlands Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers has 
made a plea for acceleraied Western aid to the Soviet 
Umon. He beheves the G-7 group of leading industrnal- 
ized countnes has underrated the economic emergency 
im the Soviet Umon and has called for rapid organization 
of concrete development projects. 

Mr Lubbers said he would make proposals to thes “ffect 
at the European Community summit planned for this 
autumn im the Dutch city of Maastncht. The Dutch 
prime minister says East European producers should be 

easier access to the European Community mar- 

* Editorial Considers Aftermath of Gulf Crisis 
VIENOTSIA Rotterdam NRC HANDELSBLAD 
in Dutch 2 Aug 91 p 7 
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Herd Defends Majer’s Planned PR: Visit 

LDO109165491 London PRESS ASSOC LATION 

in English 1547 GMT 1 Sep 91 

[By Tom McMullan. PRESS ASSOCIATION polncal 
staff) 

[Text] Brita would be “sclf-nghicous™ and “trolsh™ of 
mt refused to do buwness wath China, Foreign Secretary 
Dougles Hurd sad today. He was speakeng om London 
before he sct off wth Preme Minster John Major for 
Moscow on thei way to Bewing to sign an agreement for 
the buslding of a new imicrnational airport m Hong 
Kong He vigorously reyected complamts that Britam 
was bering “hypocritecal™” om urging greater Gemocracy m 
Moscow prior to a visit to Beying. whore the government 
two years ago ordered its troops to turn thei guns on 
unarmed pro-democracy students in Tiananmen Square 

But opposition politicians maintained ther attacks on 
the visit by Mir Mayor to Beying—the first by a Western 
leader sence the massacre mm Tiananmen Square. Latour 
foregn affairs spokesman George Foulkes described the 
vist at such a high lewel as “mappropriate”. David 
Winneck, Labour MP for Walsall North. sand that Mr 
Hurd's reference to self-nghtcousness was “disgraceful” 
He added: “Major's trp to China «s among the most 
depiorabic taken by a Tory prime minister sence Cham 

beriam went to Munich.” 

Mr Hurd, who was speaking on the BSC radw pro- 
gramme the World This Weekend, sand: “We have an 
agreement with ‘ hina over Hong Kong. We are respon- 
sible for Hong Kong That means we have to talk with 
Chena, reason with China. That mean, we have signed a 
very satesfactory agreement with China so that Hong 
Kong will develop and prosper 

“What we cannot do is to say we will cot have discus 

sons with those who are mm government mm China. If we 
¢o not we would be shirking our job in Hong Kong” 
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The Prome Minister arnves in Beyeng tomorrow where 
hes proncepal task os to Sign an agreement on the pro- 
yected 8 tulhon pound Hong Kong airport ou be oe 

drssdents. Mr Major will also meet Chinese students. 
some of whom may have taker part m the pro- 

democracy demonstrations. The Prime Minesicr will 

round off bus visa to China with an cacurmon to the 

Great Wall. He will then fly on to Hong Kong. where be 
will have talks with leading members of the icgrslative 
council and others. He will return home on Friday 

morning 

Royal Air Force To Send 8 Bombers to Turkey 

LD3008 181691 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
mn English 1159 GMT 30 Aug 91 

[By Teilo Colley 

[Text] A force of eaght RAF [Royal Aor Force} Jaguar 
arrcrafi 1s berg sent to Turkey as part of the mitcrna- 
tronal coalition protecting Kurds from attack by Iraq. the 
Ministry of Defence sand today. The Jaguar fighter 
bombers will youn US. and Frenc.. arrcraft at the Incortek 
airbase om southeast Turkey. near the nortacrn border 
with Irag 

The deployment is a significant addition to the Britrsh 
contribution to the rapid reaction protection force 
whoch already includes | 10 Royal Marines The force has 
been deployed under the banner of Operation Warden to 
protect civihans im northern Irag 

Defenc « Secretary Tom King sand: “The purpose of the 
deployi.ent 1% to provide further reassurance to the 
people of northern Iraq and to maintain the coalition’s 
ability to respond swiftly and effectively to any Iraq 
behavrour which may threaten local peace and security © 
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Kohl Invites Yeltsin to Bonn To Develop Tics 

L.D0309084691 Berlin ADN in German 0805 GMT 
3 Sep 91 

[Test] Berien (ADN)}—Bonn intends to develop relations 
with the mndivedual republics om the Soviet Union. In an 
intervecw with BERLINER KURIER AM ABEND 
(Tuesday edition) Chancellery Minister Rudolf Senters 
(CDU) (Christian Democratec Urion] sand that Chan- 
cellor Kohl has already invited Russian Prewdent Borns 
Yelten to Bonn for talks. “Nevertheless, Mikhail Gor- 
bachev. as presedent of the Sowect Umon, will also 
remain on the future an important mmterk cutor for us ~ 

Swers beheves that the number of 6 millon ethnic 
Germans tn the Soviet Union and resettiers wanting to 
emigrate 1 too high. According to rehable information 
the number 1s no higher than 2 milion. “It 1s the Federal 
Government's primary objective that the living condy- 
trons for these people sould be mmproved m ther 

presemt homeland w the, see a future and prospects 
there.” 

Kohl, Poland's Bielecki Discass Soviet Food Aid 

LD0209125291 Berlin ADN in Germoan 1228 GUT 
’ Sep 9 

[Treat] Warsaw (ADN)}—In a telephone conversanon 
today Polish Prime Munster Jan Krrysztof Bicleck: and 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl discussed coordimation of all 
measures taken by Poland and Germany to provide food 
and for the Soveet Union. The media spokesman for the 
Polish Government, Adrze) Zarebski, announced this 2% 
a news conference mm Warsaw today Kohl capressed fos 
satisfaction at the continued carstence of the Birieck: 
catyact after the government crises over the weekend was 
solved. and he stressed hrs willingness to support reforms 
w Poland, Zaretek: added 

Genscher Comments on New Developments in ‘ SSR 

Seeks New Russian Ties 
LD 5008171291 Bertin ADN in German 1310GU7T 
90 Aug 9! 

[Text] Bonn (ADN)}—Germany 1s interested in furthe: 
developing relations with the Russian Federation. espe- 
cially broad economn cooperation Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dictrich Genscher stressed tes to Viadimer 
Fedorov deputy foreign minister of the Kussan Sovet 
Federated Socialest Republic, in Bonn today Genscher 
made vt clear that Bonn would welcome current devel- 
opments in the Soviet Union leading to fresh stability 
The Federal Government will adapt to the structures 
current!y berg formed in relations with the Umon and 
the republics 

The German foreign minister emphasized the need to 
make progress both on conventional and nucicar drsar- 
mament. Above cll, short-range nuckcar misuies and 
artillery shells have to be removed from East and West as 
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@unckly as poswbic. Fedorov br 4ed Genscher on the 

Russuas Government's intention of reducing the dcfiense 

budect 

Wants ‘Cooperation V ith Pankin 

LD2008 17049! Berlin ADN on German 1111 GMT 

30 Ane 9! 

[Test] Bonn (ADN}—Foregn Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Gens her has cupressed hrs capectation of trusting coop- 
eration between the governments of the two countries 
vis-a-ves new FSSR Foreugn Minster Bors Pankin 
Genscher sirewed that the prncipics of democracy. 
safeguarding humans rights, the right to self- 
determination of the peoples and the social market 
coonomy. and states based on the rule of law formed the 
bases of the perspectives for a new partnership and 
frrendsiup between Ga rmany and the USSR. 

He prarsed the former (SSR ambassador to the CSFR as 
a supporter of democratx reforms and perestroyka. 
which he had also demonstrated with his courageous 
opposition to the Emergency Committee. Genscher 
cupects to meri hrs new Counterpart soon 

Supports Disarmament Advocates 

L.1D3108102191 Hambure DP 4 in German 0952 GUT 

31 Aue 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich 
Grenscher has spoken out in favor of supporting forces rn 
the Sovect Umon who back disarmament. In an imter- 
view for Radvo Berlin Aktuell today, Genscher reported 
that the Government of the Russian Republic informed 
him yewerday of its determination to reduce drastically 

military cxapenditure 

Against thes backdrop. Genscher renewed his support for 

a fresh disarmament initiative by the West to ensure on 
conyunction with the Soviet Umon that nuclear short- 

range missiles and the nuclear artillery “disappear once 

and for all.” 

Crenscher sand “No one can have any mterest im a 

proliferation of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Unron., 
but rather the contrary: this a chance to eclimrnate 
nuctear sHort-range missiles and nuclear artillery chelis ~ 
The strategnc nuclear systems, f°. vismanting of which 
the United States a4 the Soviet Union °.¢ negotiating 
are move cauly suoject to verfiecwon and coniro! 

Cremscher sand 

Wants Nuclear Arms Removed 

1101090154701 Bertin ADN in German 1509 GUT 
So 91 

[Text] Maenz (ADN)}—Regarding events im the USSR. 
foreign Muenster Hans-Diecnch Genscher described as 
urgent a Western intiative “which would get nd of 
nuclear short-range weapons and nuclear artillery mun- 

tron at once and everywhere ~ Such weapons no longer 
have any significance “If they ever bad one. the tome has 
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now come to free the world trom nuclear artillery muni- 
tio: and short-range weapons,” Genscher said today in 

an interview with ZDF's (Second German Television) 
“Bonn Direkt” program (to be broadcast at 1910). 

The Federal Republic of Germany has an interest in the 
USSR not disintegrating completely. lt will respect the 
sovereignty of the individual republics completely. “If 
they maintain a lose association or build a confedera- 
tion, that 1s primarily a decision for the ri ublics,” he 
said. It 1s important that this does not 

Views Policies After Coup 

AU0109172191 Hamburg DIE ZEIT in German 
30 Aug 91 pp 5-6 

{Interview with Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Gen- 
scher by Dieter Buhl and Theo Sommer, place and date 
not given: “The World Is Basically Changed™} 

[Text] [DIE ZEIT] Mr. Minister, in 1989 Eastern Europe 
was freed, in 1990 Germany was reunified, and in 1991 
the Soviet Union is exploding. The conditions of 
German, European, and international policy are basi- 
cally changing. How are we affected by this? 

[Genscher] The world has been basically changed by the 
failure of the coup and the fact that the changes that took 
place in the Central and Eastern European states and in 

eastern Germany before are now being made in the 
Soviet Union. We are experiencing the second stage of a 
democratic revolution in the Soviet Union. The first, 
which was initiated by Gorbachev, was a revolution 
from above. Now it is a powerful democratic revolution 
from below, which is supported and headed by impor- 
tant democratically elected representatives, bul is never- 
theless a revolution of the people. 

[DIE ZEIT] Was the failure of the coup the most likely 
contingency mght from the beginning? 

[Genscher] Whoever was convinced of the irreversibility 
of democratic development in the Soviet Union also had 
to proceed on the assumption that the coup would fail. 
However, anyone who says that he would have been able 
to predict the number of hours that the putschists could 
remain in power would be presumptuous. 

[DIE ZEIT] The coup was quashed, the reformers have 4 
clear path. On the one hand, this makes many things 
easier for us because obstacles to reforms will be 
reduced. On the other hand, many things also become 
more difficult because of the spreading of political 
power, that 1s, decentralization. With whom will we have 
to deal in the future? 

[Genscher] It need not be our ideal for our life to become 
less complicated, but for it to become better. It would 
have been very superficial to assume that it would have 
been easier to deal with a Soviet 'Jnion led by an 
authoritarian dictatorship. It 1s now better for the people 
there—and for us, too. 
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We will have to deal with states that have again become 
independent, such as the Baltic states, with which we will 
have diplomatic relations. This is a special case. Then we 
will have to deal with an association or a Union of 
sovereign republics. Our policy will probably have to be 
readjusted to cooperation with a Union that will develop 
new structures. The upcoming negotiations on the Union 
treaty will show how close or how loose this Union will 
be. We hope that the Union and the remaining republics 
will find new stability on the basis of equal mghts and a 
consensus on the Union treaty. It 1s still open what 
republics will participate and to what extent. 

{DIE ZEIT] Did the Federal Government not bank too 
much on the central power personified by Gorbachev” 

[Gens her] This was in line with reality. At the same 
time, however, we also had contacts with the Russian 
Republic and, of course, with the directly elected repre- 
sentatives of Moscow and Leningrad; however, in view 
of the legal situation and the facts, we previously had to 
deal with the Union leadership in the first place. Afier 
all, our attitude toward the Baltic states’ efforts for 
self-determination was also determined by a consider- 
ation for Gorbachev's problems with the conservative 
cadres that now have been eliminated. 

[DIE ZEIT] Before the coup, the hesitation in the West 
to provide massive financial help for the Soviets was 
great. Will this hesitation now be reduced” 

[Genscher] It is urgently necessary. One reason for this 
hesitation was the call for increasing development of the 
market economy. These inhibition thresholds no longer 
exist now. 

[DIE ZEIT] Which does not yet mean that the market 
CXIStS. 

[Genscher] The market does not yet exist, but the 
preparedness to introduce market economy structures 
has increased. The West must realize that concrete 
cooperation will make the development of a new eco- 
nomic order easier for the reformers—and here | do not 
differentiate between reformers on the Union level and 
reformers on the level of the republics. 

For example, we can provide concrete help for the 
modernization of the raw material economy and the 
energy economy in the Soviet Union. The major natural 
resources that exist there have to be mobilized for the 
country’s development. 

We are confronted anyway with the task to create a 
pan-European infrastructure that includes the fields of 
transportaticr, technology, communications, and 
energy, therefore, | consider it necessary that the EC, 
which is the dynamic factor and the factor of stability in 
Europe, set new priorities. It must realize the opportu- 
nities that have resulted from the new developments in 
Eastern Europe, but it must also see the risks that would 
develop there if we simply were to take a wait-and-see 
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attitude and watch the developments in the restructuring 
of the former Soviet Union. 

[DIE ZEIT] The FRG Government has already urged 
moving in this direction, but it has met with little 
understanding and support from its ither in 
Washington nor in all the EC capitals. Will this change? 

[Genscher] I can only hope that the necessity will be 
recognized. Greater involvement to support the devel- 
opment in the Soviet Union is also a help to the states in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Their economic develop- 
ment depends on not having the economic decline con- 
tinue to the cast of them but on having economic 
dynamism start there, too. 

We must see Europe as a unit. No one in the West should 
assume that the EC could preserve its stability and its 
economic dynamism in the long run if everything col- 
lapses to the cast of us. 

[DIE ZEIT] Do the Germans themselves have to do 
more’ Or have we done everything in our power? 

[Genscher] In addition to the payments that we are 
making for the withdrawal of the Soviet troops from 
Germany—and this withdrawal is in the interest of all 
States in Europe—we have considerably strained our 
capacity to make the payments that we have promised to 
the new democracies in Central and Eastern Europe and 
to the Soviet Union. 

[DIE ZEIT] Who should actually get the money if the 
Soviet Union crumbles? 

[Genscher] These are payments that we are mzking for 
specific projects, such as the construction of apartments 
for the returning Soviet soldiers. For us it is not so 
important who will own these apartments in the end, 
whether it 1s a republic or the federation, for us it 1s more 
important that the soldiers can live there so they with- 
draw in time. 

[DIE ZEIT] Do we have to pay even more or 1s 11 now 
somebody else's turn? 

[Genscher] We, too, have to make some effort once 
again, but not alone, and others must do so more 
strongly than we. No one can be interested in having the 
FRG overtax its capacity to such an extent that in the 
end it cannot be the dynamic economic power that 1s 
important for all Europeans. 

[DIE ZEIT] Are you calling for an reversed [umgekehrt} 
burden sharing” 

[Genscher] Not a reversed one but an orderly burden 
sharing, which is measured by the capacity of the 
Western industrial nations and not by the geographical 
closeness to or distance from Central and Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union. 
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[DIE ZEIT] In the West many warned before the putsch 
against relying too much on disarmament. After the 
failure of this attempted coup, 1s there a new impulse for 
disarmament” 

[Genscher] I have always been convinced of the irrevers- 
ibility of democratic development in the Soviet Union. 
And the disarmament process must also be irreversible. 

Regarding disarmament, 1 will be important for us to 
counter a new dimension of the spreading of nuclear 
weapons. 

[DIE ZEIT] You mean that in a crumbling Soviet Union 
there must not be any new owners of nuclear 
and that we would then have four or five instead of one 
nuclear power” 

{Genscher] This would be a new form of proliferation. 

[DIE ZEIT] What 1s necessary” 

[Genscher] There are two levels at which something 
must be done. What is necessary now 1s an initiative to 
climinate the short-range nuclear weapons all over the 
world. 

[DIE ZEIT] This means above all on German territory? 

[Genscher] If I say all ove: the world, this means in the 
West and East. One cannot expeci the other side to do 
this unilaterally. 

It will be the task of all those who now bear responsibility 
to make the power of disposition over the stil existing 
strategic weapons so unambiguously clear that this does 
not pose a security risk for the world. 

[DIE ZEIT] Do you know who had the power of dispo- 
sition over the nuclear weapons during the days of the 
putsch” 

{Genscher}] One must assume that it was the defense 
minister, who participated in the coup. 

[DIE ZEIT] What about conventional disarmament? 

[Genscher] We also need an initiative for conventional 
disarmament. We cannot foresee the structure of the 
armed forces in the Soviet Union. The secession of 
republics from the Union and the sovereignty of the 
states in a newly structured Union must not lead to a 
strengthening of conventional armed forces. On the 
contrary, this development should be understood as an 
opportunity to take a drastic new step. 

[DIE ZEIT] NATO ts on the point of giving itself a new 
Strategy in view of the changed situation. One no longer 
speaks of threats, only of risks. These are rather hypo- 
thetical 

{Genscher] One could also say: They are different risks. 

{DIE ZEIT] Different military risks? 
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{Genscher] No. We have a concept of security that is not 
narrowed down to the purely military aspect. 

{DIE ZEIT] How should one imagine the security archi- 
tecture in the year 2000? NATO will lose importance. 
although perhaps not political importance, the Western 
European Union will gain in military importance, the 
CSCE will develop its own muscles? Where 1s the United 
States’ place in this variety of security structures” 

|Genscher] NATO will not lose importance. It will have 
fewer military potentials, but its weight for stability in 
Europe and the weight of its member states for this 
stability will be perhaps even greater. In this connection, 
stability is really not defined in a strictly military sense 
bul in a comprehensive sense. 

What I said about the new prorities in the EC means an 
expansion of th= EC's political, economic, social, and 
ecological stability zone to all of Europe. 

In such an structure, the United States plays a consider- 
able role. It is linked with us through NATO and ut 
participates in the CSCE. In view of the current devel- 
opment in the Soviet Union, the CSCE will gain even 
more importance. It will have to strengthen its organs. 
What we now have as a conflict-prevention center and as 
an emergency mechanism must lead to some sort of 
European Security Council. 

Of course many things are also influenced by develop- 
ment in the Sovict Union. We cannot foresee the struc- 
ture of the new Union today, however, we already know 
one thing: The transition to new structures and to new 
Stability 1s a process that cannot be measured in weeks 
and months but in far longer periods. We can influence 
this transition positively by the degree of our readiness 
to help in shaping these developments. This is wha: |! 
mean by the new priorities in the EC. The same goes for 
the states of the international economic summit. 

[DIE ZEIT] The EC has been quarreling for years 
whether expansion should come before deepening or. 
conversely, deepening should come before expansion. 

[Genscher] The quarrel about expansion or deepening 1s 
a theoretical and paralyzing quarrel. Of course the EC 
must be deepened. 

[DIE ZEIT] Does deepening mean the development 
toward political umion” 

|Genscher] We need to have the political union. We need 
to have the economic and monetary un.on. The recent 
events, including German unification, have supplied 
additional arguments for successfully concluding the 
government conferences before the end of this year. 

Setting new priorities also means that the EC must 
absorb the developments in Eastern and southeastern 
Europe as well as in Central Europe. The association 
policy that 1s being pursued toward the new democracies 
iS an initial step. The Community musi open up to new 
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members—first of all to the EFTA {European Free Trade 
Association] members—as soon as possibile. 

According to the basic philosophy of the Treaties of 
Rome, and in name, we are not a “Western European™ 
community but a “European” Community. This Com- 
munity must realize that it 1s the only structure in 
Europe able to successfully absorb and stabilize the new 
developments. Those who are being pedantic now. 
asking what it may mean for the regional fund and for 
any region in Western or southeastern Europe, will see 
that very soon they will have to pay a much higher 
price—if no stability can be created in Central and 
Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union. At the same 
tume, it is necessary for us to create an all-European 
infrastructure now, before the Central and Eastern Euro- 
pean countries jon the EC. 

[DIE ZEIT] The political cohesion of the 12 leaves 
something to be desired. How will things develop when 
and if 20 or 24—instead of 12—governments are repre- 
sented in the council of ministers” 

[Genscher] You are entirely mght, the deepening should 
also increase the ability to make decisions. It 1s an 
illusion to believe that foreign policy problems, espe- 
cially in crisis situations, could be decided on the prin- 
ciple of unanimity and in consideration of everyone's 
interests, including very particular interests. We must 
drastically improve the decisionmaking bodies of the 
European organs, including the organs responsible for 
our common foreign and security policy. 

[DIE ZEIT] Are you in favor of majority decisions” 

[Genscher] | am. 

[DIE ZEIT] In your view, when will Austria and Sweden 
become members” 

[Genscher] When the single European market has been 
established. 

[DIE ZEIT] Regarding Poland, the CSFR, and Hungary, 
association agreements have been envisioned. If the EC 
wants to help these countries, it must open its borders to 
their agricultura! products, textiles, and steel. Do you see 
a chance for this? 

[Genscher] It is still easier for the EC economy to absorb 
these products, instead of helping the Central and 
Eastern European countries by major payments and 
financial programs. 

If we are in agreement that these association agreements 
are even more urgent now, we must be strong enough to 
tell our citizens that this also requires us to set new 
priorities because if the economic decline 1s continuing 
in Eastern Europe, this may quickly lead to mass emi- 
gration. 

[DIE ZEIT] Is there much sympathy for this attitude 
among our Western partner countrnes? Is there not the 
suspicion that the Germans want to secure their old 
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sphere of influence in Eastern Europe once again—this 
tume under the pretext that of 1s all in Europe's interest” 

|(Genscher] Maybe there are such thoughts. The best way 
to disprove them 1s to deepen the Community im a way 
that EC expansion is not a German cxipansion bul a 
European expansion. 

{DIE ZEIT] Is there at all a purely German foreign 

policy” 

[Genscher] No, that has been impossible for a very long 
lume, nor can there be a purely German coonomi and 
monctary policy. We must be aware of that. Our country 
has most intensively pursued the process in the direction 
of the European Union. | think 1 1s an historic oppor- 
tunity for a united Germany. which 1s smaller than its 
predecessors but has more peopic. to bring itself into an 
economic and monctary union and a political union. In 
this way, our partners’ wornes will be dispelled that 

Germany will pursue its own national way. a special way 
This united Germany has made a European offer in the 

awareness of the historic significance of such an offer 
We appeal to our partners to accept this European offer 

You said following unification that 1 should be our task 
to pursue a policy of the good cxample. Have we been 
successful in this respect” Where did we achieve some- 
thing by our example” 

[Genscher] This policy of the good crample has been 
expressed in our European onentation in connection 
with the monctary and political union. It 1s also 
expressed in the substantial effort that we have made for 
development in Central and East :n Europe and for the 
Soviet Unron—in addition to the necessary pay ments for 
the new laender. 

These two examples show that the larger responsibility of 
the united Germany, as envisioned in our Basic Law, has 
not been used nationally but on a European scale 
Moreover, our very clear support for the Yugoslay 
nations’ right of self-<determination 1s also a policy of the 
good example. That applies also to the fact that we were 
among the first to advocate establishing diplomatic 
relations with all the Baltic Republics 

[DIE ZEIT] People could argue that the good cxample 
has not always been very clear during the past 12 
months. For instance, we did not cut a good figure in the 
Gulf conflict. We did not distinguish ourselves by dem- 
onstrating special commitment of giving convincing 
reasons for our absence—much rather, we finally got out 
of ut by paying bilhons of German marks 

[Genscher] | cannot accept ut like that. In the scope of its 
constitutional possibilities, Germany made available its 
infrastructure as carly as in 1990 to allow the NATO 
armed forces to implement the UN mandate That 
Germany was not more ambitious and did not violate its 
constitution was not a policy of the bad cxample It 
should be mentioned in this context that we have never 
forgotten that we regained our full sovereignty by the 
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ratification of the Two-Plus-Four Treaty in the Supreme 
Soviet and by the ratification documents being handed 
over on 15 March 1991. I have a good reason for stating 
this. 

{DIE ZEIT] Under the catchword “Bluc Berets.” we 
Started a discussion on our constitution. which has now 

bogged down again. We will be equally helpless on the 
next Occasion. 

[Genscher] | agree with you. The problem must be 
urgently clarified. The ability of the unsted Germany to 
make use of all mghts and fulfill all dutves that a UN 
member has must be laid down in the constitution 

[DIE ZEIT] Other bad examples of the policy of the good 
cxample 1s our policy toward Yugoslavia and the Baltic 
Republics. We are hesitant regarding Y ugosiavia. and we 
have also maintained a hesitant attitude toward L ithua- 
nia, Latvia, and Estonia. 

[Genscher] Germany raised its vowe and called for 
resolute action at the very moment when the Y ugoslay 
People’s Army [JNA] intervened in Slovenia. | do not 
think that anyone wanted Germany to obstruct negotia- 
tions on the future of the Yugoslav nations, as long as 
there was a chance to hold such negotiations. This 
negotiation process was destroyed for the first time by 
the intervention of the JNA. | think that Germany's clear 
reaction and its threat at that time to recognize Slovenia 
was a decisive reason for the Army to withdraw to the 
barracks in Slovenia. It was under my chairmanship on 
19 June 1991 that the CSCE foreign ministers decided 
the following: “It 1s up to the Yugoslav nations alone to 
decide on their future.” That means the recognition of 
the mght to self-determination. Germany, however. 
cannot solve all problems. We must not start pursuing an 
arrogant policy and pretend that Germany can solve 
every problem in this world, and can even prevent i 
before ut takes shape. We stated that we would establish 
diplomatic relations with the Baltsc Republics just before 
President Yeltsin recognized them. being one of the first 
countries to do so on 24 August. the day when Russia 
recognized them. By the way, we do not make policy 
with a stopwatch but with our minds. nor do we intend 
to play the role of world policeman 

[DIE ZEIT] You have said: “The international public 
cannot look on imactively as the JNA is waging war 
against the Croats.” What measures can the interna- 
tional public in general and the EC in particular take 
now” 

[Genscher] If an attempt is being made to change Y ugo- 
slavia’s internal borders by force—the EC has repeatedly 
demanded that they must be respected—it must also be 
possible, with a view to the protection of the borders, to 
consider the recognition of Slovenia's and Croatia's 
independence. We would normally recognize a country's 
independence at the end of a negotiation process. If the 
negotiation process 1s destroyed, however, i must be 
possible to take such a step carlier, and not to accept 
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mactively a policy that changes borders by force. In 
addition, it 1s necessary to call a peace conference. 

[DIE ZEIT] Could be that we recognize one or two 
occupied countnes” 

[Genscher] We want to prevent that by the European 
Community's policy. 

[DIE ZEIT] That ss a general problem. In Western 
Europe, we have largely overcome the old national 
alavisms. 

[Genscher] That is mght. 

[DIE ZEIT] We cooperate, even though we have differ- 
ences. We have a common goal. 

[Genscher] War in Western Europe 1s unthinkabie. 

[DIE ZEIT] In Eastern Europe, however, the power of 
nationalism is still totally intact. Currently, 1 1s almost 
an explosive power. Nationalism is an idea thal is 
replacing Communism. 

[Genscher] That 1s possible, but | would not generalize it, 
even though something 1s indeed being released. 

[DIE ZEIT] How can we cope with such a lack of 
simultaneousness in Europe? 

[Genscher] The answer can only be a European answer. 
It is my firm conviction that there is no problem in 
Europe that could not be resolved in a European way. 
Why are things different in Western Europe” Because we 
have started shaping our future on a common basis— 
both economically and politically. The Community must 
help give the new developments European dimensions. 

[DIE ZEIT] Does that mean association agreements with 
the Eastern European countnes” 

[Genscher] Yes. 

[DIE ZEIT] Increased aid” 

[Genscher] Right, cooperation. 

(DIE ZEIT] But not in any case the possibility of 
membership” 

[Genscher] For the new democracies in Central and 
Eastern Europe, there will finally also be membership. 

[DIE ZEIT] Can you really conceive of a European 
Community that has twice as many members as it has 
today, a European Community as a political union, as an 
economic and monetary union? Will this entity not 
automatically become a free trade area—a! oest a Europe 
of different speeds” 

[Genscher] Not of different speeds; rather, a Europe of 
many different colors. There are very many problems 
that do not require equal norms and rules. Develop- 
ments will show what is different and what is not. 
Perhaps we, the Germans, are finding it easier to say so 
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because we have the experience of a functioning feder- 
alism, which is a blessing for us. 

[DIE ZEIT] Mr. Genscher, you have been foreign min- 
ister for more than 17 years now. Is it good for a ministry 
to have the same man at its head for !7 years? 

[Genscher] Let our country’s citizens and history take 
stock and judge my work. There were five Bundestag 
elections during this period of time. Each time, the 
electorate has had to make its decisicn anew. By the way, 
in the last three clections—in 1983, 1987, and 1990—I 
and my party expressly also confronted the voters with 
this problem, not only to influence the election results 
but also in the awareness of democratically legitimizing a 
term of office that normally is unusual in a democracy. 
The response was positive in every election. 

[DIE ZEIT] You have taken on a lot physically in these 
17 years, and you have also heard occasional! criticism in 
recerA months. Do you occasionally consider ending 
your term”? 

[Genscher] | have considered that from the start. 

[DIE ZEIT] Then you have certainly stayed a long time. 

[Genscher] The office is a real fountain of youth. 

Russian Social Democratic Party Official Visits 

LD3108164891 Berlin ADN in German 1343 GMT 

31 Aug 91 

[Text] Berlin (ADN)}—Oleg Rumyantsev, cochairman of 
the Social Democratic Party of Russia (SDRP), has 
spoken in favor of a renewed confederation of the 
Republics of the Soviet Union. The politician is cur- 
rently visiting Germany for several days at the invitation 
of the Social Democratic Party Bundestag group. Rumy- 
antsev stated to the media in Berlin today that centuries- 
old development could not be simply ignored. In the 
euphoria at the victory over the coup, leaders of some 
republics had declared their independence too quickly. 
His party supports Russian President Boris Yeltsin in his 
efforts to create a new and equal basis for both economic 
and political cooperation with the Union republics on a 
treaty basis. After the removal of the CPSU's political 
monopoly, there are good conditions for this. The SDRP 
is also in favor of the immediate disolution of the 
Supreme Soviet and the USSR Congress of People's 
Deputies as well as democratic and free elections to new 
representative bodics by 1992 at the latest. 

He particularly intends to use his stay in the Federal 
Republic to learn from the experiences of the German 
Social Democrats, Rumyantsev stressed. That 1s partic- 
ularly true of work in local areas. Talks with SPD leader 
Bjoern Engholm and Willy Brandt, honorary chairman 
of the party, are also to serve this end. Rumyantsev 
expressed optimism about futher cooperation with the 
SPD. “I hope it now knows who its proper partner in the 
USSR is,” he said. 
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The SDRP, founded in May 1990, currently has around 
5,000 members, accord’ng to its cochairman. The party 
has branches in over 100 Russian towns and communi- 
ties. It has 15 deputies in the Sovict Parliament. The 
SDRP also has seats in the Russian Soviet Federated 
Socialist Republic Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR. 

News Briefing Held 

AU0209122891 Cologne Deutschlandfunk Network 
in German 1100 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Hans-Joerg Krieger report from Bonn] 

[Text] Oleg Rumyantsev, one of the three chairmen of 
the Social Democratic Party of Russia [SDPR], held 
talks with Bjoern Engholm, chairman of the Socal 
Democratic Party of Germany [SPD], in Bonn this 
morning. According to SPD Chairman Engholm, the 
Russian Social Democrats are oriented toward the idea 
of enlightenment, and to this extent, they have close ties 
with German Social Democracy. Their program contains 
terms such as basic rights, freedom, justice, and soli- 
darity. They seck to create a society of citizens with a 
maximum of freedoms, with social nghts for the working 
people, and co-determination. In this respect, Engholm 
sees common lines of political thought. He believes that 
this party is an important clement of the political left 
center in the new Russia, which the SPD should support. 
That does not mean, however, that the SPD will give 
these relations with the Russian Social Democrats an 
exclusive character, so to speak. 

[Begin Engholm recording] We assume that there will be 
no centralist parties any more, nO mammoth organiza- 
tions, and no megaparties, so we will have to prepare for 
social democratic developments with different profiles 
in the individual republics. We will stay in close contact 
because what | have felt here is the spirit of the social 
democratic philosophy of enlightenment. But that does 
not rule out that we will also consider other citizens’ 
movements. [end recording] 

At the joint news conference of the two social democratic 
politicians, Oleg Rumyantsev also discussed the political 
situation in his country. He says that Mikhail Gorbachev 
does not have a great political future. In his view, 
however, Gorbachev should continue as Soviet presi- 
dent, for the time being at least, so no vacuum is created. 
In his words, Boris Yeltsin is still unable to control the 
situation, and above all, he 1s unable to control the 
armed forces—which 1s very important. Russian Social 
Democracy favors a strong tandem of Gorbachev and 
Yeltsin. 

Rumyantsev, who clearly differentiates between inde- 
pendence of the Baltix Republics and that of the other 
republics, hopes that the West will support efforts to 
found a new Union. However, economic aid should not 
be given to the Soviet Union or the republics, bul to 
enterprises and firms. In view of the coming winter and 
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the expected food shortage, he also calls for hum>+- 
tarian aid, which, he says, 1s also required because a bad 
situation in winter Could be used against democracy. 

Bjoern Engholm for his part also pointed out a danger 
that people in the Sovict republics and clsewhere may 
fail to see or may consider insignificant. 

[Begin Engholm recording} The huge danger that | see 1s 
that, in addition to political inder=adence, which no one 
in Europe disputes today, there will also be efforts by 
wits that are too small to become economically autar- 
cheal. In addition to setbacks in political-democratic 
developments, the greatest danger for Europe in my view 
is the allempt to pursue economic separatism. Very 

small states that are just beginning to practice the market 
economy, and are interrupting their trade relations with 
others because of their awareness of independence, will 
not have a chance. [end recording] 

Thus Engholm favors maintaining larger internal mar- 
kets, and this 1s also a field where the Europeans should 
bring their influence to bear. Everything else will not 
work, he said verbatim. 

USSR Troop Withdrawal Ahead of Schedule 
LD3008205191 Berlin ADN in German 1443 GMT 

30 Aug 91 

{Excerpts} Augsburg/Bonn (ADN)}—The withdrawal of 
Soviet troops stationed in Germany may be completed 
much arlier than contractually agreed between Bonn 
and Moscow. Willy Wimmer, parliamentary secretary of 
state in the Defense Ministry, confirmed today that the 
USSK has already fulfilled the annual withdrawal plan 
for 1991. This is all the more notable in that the first year 
of withdrawal was the “most difficult time from a 
logistic point of view,” Wimmer told the AUGS- 
BURGER ALLGEMEINE. If the present rate is main- 
tained, then the withdrawal could in theory be com- 
pleted as carly as the end of 1992 or carly 1993. [passage 
omitted] 

A Defense Ministry spokesman stated today that 80,000 
soldiers as wet! 28 25,000 civilian employees and families 
had returned t the USSR by the end of August out of the 
98,000 soldiers and $1,000 civilians scheduled to be 
pulled out this year. The quota of 1,000 combat tanks to 
be withdrawn has already been exceeded. Around | 200 
have been withdrawn. Of the scheduled 444,000 tonnes 
of matenals, including ammunition, 320,000 tonnes 
have been returned. The dispatch of 1,500 armored 
vehicles out of a total 2.900 is also im accordance with 
the plan. 

BND Hailed for Reports on Attempted Soviet Coup 

AU3108185391 Hamburg DIE WELT in German 
30 Aug Yi pi 

[Text] Bonn—Lutz Stavenhagen. coordinator for the 
intelligence services in the Chancellor's Office, praised 
the secret reports of the Federal Intelligence Service 
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(BND) on the developments m connection with the 
failed coup m the Soviet Union. Thus, according to 
information obtained by DIE WELT. the BND reported 
as carly as in spring 1991 to the Chancellor's Office in 
Bonn that the events in Moscow are moving toward “a 
test of power between orthodos forces and reformers” 
and the attempted coups im the Baltic states musi be 
assessed as the “beginning of a Umion-wide attempted 
coup 

The most specific prece of information from the BND 
was contained in the report on a mecting of communist 

politicians, during which the functionary Viadimur 
Voronin called for a “formal meeting™ with Gorbachey 
During this meeting Gorbachev would have to admit the 
failure of hes policy and transfer power to a salvation 
committee 

According to Stavenhagen, the BND told the FRG 
Government in February that, according to its informa- 
tron, the Soviet Politburo sasd as carly as in November 
1990 that the declaration of a state of emergency all over 
the country was a “strategic goal™ for the near future. In 
another report the BND also named the groups that 
would be potentially involved im an attempted coup 

“Of course.” the BND “was not able to predict” the 
exact date of the putsch. This was not possible because 
the mner circle of the putschists was obviously told 
about the exact umes only a few hours before the 
beginning of the actions. During the attempted coup. 
however, the BND reported at an carly time thal tie 
result of the putsch was open. 

Genscher Names New Envoys to Baltic States 

LD3008213791 Hamburg DPA in German 1506 GMT 
30 Aug 9! 

| Text) Bonn (DPA}—Two days after the agreement on 
the establishment of diplomatic relations with the Baltic 
states, Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrnch Genscher named 
the future German ambassadors to Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania. Hagen Count Lambsdorff, a brother of the 
FDP [Free Democratic Party) chairman and so far 
economic envoy im Washington, will be sent to the 
Latvian capital of Riga. 

Henning von Wistinghausen 1s to represent German 
interests in Tallinn, the capital of Estona. Gottined 
Albrecht will be in charge of the embassy in the Lithua- 
man capital Vilnius. This information aquired by the 
daily newspaper DIE WELT was confirmed by diplo- 
matic circles on Bonn today. The German ambassadors 
are to start their work om the Baltics as carly as next week 
Their tasks will also include adv csing the three states on 
the setting up of their own diplomatic service, it was said 
in Bonn. It ss not yet known when they (the Baltic 
states— DPA) would send their representatives to Bonn 

With reference to the agreement procedures still in 
progress. Bonn did not yet give official confirmation 
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Europeans Asked To Define Position Toward US. 

41 030908479! Duesseldort HANDELSBLATT 
in German 3 Sep 91 p 2 

[Christopher Rabe artucle: “The Europeans Must Gain 
Profile™] 

[Text] The Sovect Unon ss crumbling and with ui the 
vison of the LS. Pressdent of a new world order, at least 
m the versson that George Bush presented a year ago 
The US) Admunistration obviously has considcrabic 
problems adjusting its foreign policy guidelines to the 
developments in the USSR. However, the Europeans do 
not lag behund. They. too, are facung the new order of the 
continent a bit helplessly 

Washington s caution 1s capressed not only by a delayed 
recognition of the three Baltec states, the US. reserva- 
ons manifest themscives above all im the restraint 
shown by Bush concerning the questions of promises for 

aid to the Sovect Umon. Basically. the six-pornt plan that 
British Prime Minister John Mayor presented in Moscow 
does not essentially go beyond the result of the G-7 
mecting in London. im the course of which the seven 
Western industrial states offered the Soviet Union little 
more than promises for technical ard 

This tume Mayor did not present any more specific offers. 
enther, which might make economac survival casicr in the 
Soviet Unson As long as the leadership in Moscow docs 
not agree on basic coonomac reforms and docs not 
decisively cut back mulitary capenduures, 1 ns sax’ 
cannot cxpect any further concessions by the G-7 group 

beyond foodstuffs. the sending of experts, and the inter- 
vention of the IMF and the World Bank to accelerate the 
structural reforms 

Bush has obviously pushed through this line in the 
Western alhance The iemand to help Moscow with 
further gencrous financial promises during the transition 
penod. which were made above all in Bonn, Pars, and 
Rome a few days ago, have been reduced over the pasi 
few days to the position formulated in Kennebunkport 
Even after Major's brief visit to Moscow, obviously 90 
new insights have been won that would make i seem 
likely that loans will be given 

It 1s obvious. however, that Washington's course and the 
vacuum of power im the Soviet Union constitute a new 
challenge to the Europeans. If the United States 1s not to 
be lefi with the onitiative om balancing the political map 
of the world—assisied by the stubborn Bri tish—they 
must soon come to a stable concept. This applies not 
only to the Soviet Union. The reform process all over 
Eastern Europe has not been concluded by far, the EC's 
offer to the reform states to become associated members 
outhnes a new order only very roughly 

U.S. Interests Are Aiming in Another Direction 

In particular now Europe gets an opportunity to gain 

profile again as a political force: However. the advocates 
of a Europe that acts with a unified vowe should be 
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aware of the fact that the US. interests are aiming into 
another direction than those of the Europeans. Since the 
failed putsch, the Sovns Union has lost its role as the 
opponent of the United States. Even a strong Russia 
cannot take over this function, therefore, the question 
arises for Washington which tasks the United States can 
take over in a changing world, both as a security power 
and an economic power. 

In this situation Europe would be well advised to make 
sure of its own weight and to work for preserving a 
corrective clement. A leading power United States, which 
dictates the political framework conditions to the resi of 
the world, cannot be in the interest of the EC. therefore, 

the reforms in the Soviet in a constructive 
way would have two effects for the Europeans: They could 
prove their capability for political integration and stake 
out their position toward the United States im a new way 
under the changed conditions. 

The crisis in Yugoslavia and the split reaction of the EC 
to the efforts for independence by Croatia and Slovenia 
have considerably damaged the EC's reputation foreffi- 
cient crisis management. Therefore, from the very begin- 
ning the EC should act with one voice in determining its 
position toward the Soviet republics and their Union 
and should let itself be guided primarily by the idea of 
promoting the transition toward democracy and market 
economy in the Soviet Union with all available means. 
With new hesitation Europe undermines the foundation 
of the European home that has been erected with great 
effort. A new way of thinking is needed. 

Government To Send Request for Honecker Return 

L.D3008 183291 Hamburg DPA in German 0955 GMT 
30 Aug 91 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The Federal Republic's diplomatic 
representation with a renewed request for former GDR 
Council of State head Ench Honecker to be extradited 1s 
on its way to Moscow. Government Spokesman Dieter 
Vogel told a news conference in Bonn today that he can 
not say whether ut will be handed over to the Soviet 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs by Bonn's embassy today. 
This depends on the Foreign Ministry's appointments. 

According to Vogel, the text of the representation was 
coordinated yesterday between the Ministry of Justice, 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Chancellery. The 
Sprennes eran Gee Se Naa by 

British prime minister Margaret Thatcher: * 
want my money back.” Vogel added, to laughter, f 
does not intend to say at every press conference from 
now on: “I want my Hon back.” 

Majority Supports Sentencing 

L.D3108204691 Berlin ADN in German 1930 GMT 

31 Aug 9! 

[Excerpt} 
survey carned out by 

Dresden (ADN)}—According to a telephone 
the Dresden-based MORGEN.-. 

POST AM SONNTAG, 74 out of 100 hundred people 
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questioned are for a legal sentencing of Ench Honecker 
(79) after his possible extradition. A total of 18 were 
against this, and 8 were indifferent. The results were 
more balanced among prominent figures from the worlds 
of politics and culture: half of those asked were for and 
half against a sentence. [passage omitted] 

New Events in SFRY Prompt Official Reactions 

EC Force Ruled Out 
LD3108103191 Hamburg DPA in German 1006 GMI 
31 Aug 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—Foreign Minister Hans-Dictrich 
Genscher has energetically opposed considerations of a 
military intervention by the EC in Yugoslavia. “! hope 
that no one in Germany 1s senously considering military 
intervention there,” Genscher said today in an interview 
for Radvo Berlin Aktuell. 

He also opposed the word “ultsmatum,” which he would 
not use normally esther. Rather, Germany will bring all 
its weight to bear in ensuring that in Yugoslavia too “the 
people can expenence what Paris Charter says: human 
rights, democracy, the nght to self-determination. and 
resolution of conflicts through peaceful means ~ 

Serbia Urged To Accept Plan 

LD3108162191 Hamburg DPA in German 1408 GMT 
31 Aug 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—In Bonn today Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dietrich Genscher (Free Democratic Party) 
appealed to the Serbian leadership to agree to the EC 
peace plan and thus make possible a cease-fire, the 
extension of the EC observer commission to Croatia, and 
a peace conference. 

Genscher said the EC's peace plan and the Franco- 
German proposal for a peace conference were a “very 
last opportunity that should be seized by all sides.” It 1s 
the wish of the German people that the peoples of 
Yugoslavia solve their problems in a peaceful way 
Germany feels close to all Yugoslav peoples. It supports 
freedom, human nmghts, democracy, and the nmghi to 
self-determination, as well as dialogue and negotiations. 
Genscher said. 

Protesters Want End to Violence 

LD3108213991 Berlin ADN in German 1615 GMT 

31 Aug 9! 

[Text] Berlin (ADN)}—Several thousand demonstrators. 
among them many Yugosiavs living and working in the 
capital, demonstrated in Beriin this afternoon for an end 
to the bloodshed in the Balkan state. The unauthonzed 
demonstration went down the Unter den Linden Avenue 
to Alexanderplatz. Many of the demonstrators carned 
Croatian flags. They carned banners bearing slogans 
such as “Stop the Genocide in Yugoslavia.” “Europe, 
Croatia Needs You,” “Down With the Sertian Creat 
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Power Politucs.” and “Herr Genscher. Are Croatians Not 
Human Beings” The demonstration was peaceful. but 
there were a few temporary traffic restrictions 

Genscher on CSCE Emergency Mechanism Expansion 

LDO109153191 Hamburg DP 4 in German 1503 GMT 
1 Sep 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The agreement of Yugoslavia’s 
warring partes to an EC peace plan shows, im the 
opimon of Fisreign Minister Hans-Dietnch Genscher 
(Free Democratic Party), the EC's ability to act to 
overcome “this really rather difficult wssue im Yugosia- 
via.” The CSCE crisis mechanism has so far fulfilled its 
task for t secured the agreement of the 35 CSCE states 
for the EC's peace efforts, Genscher sand on Hesse Radio 
on Sunday. The foreign minister also capressed the view 
that the CSCE emergency mechanism will have to be 
expanded further He considers i necessary to move 
gradually toward a European Security Council The 
possibility that thes Security Counc: could deploy Blue 
Helmets will be unconditionally supported by him. Gen- 
scher said. Although many a reservation might have to 
be overcome, he, neverihciess. proceeds from the 
premise that, faced with the current dramatic develop- 
ments in Central and Eastern Europe the willingness to 
make the whole of Europe more capable of actune will 
likewrse grow 

Gevernment Welcomes SFRY Cease-Fire Accord 

LDO0209132891 Hamburg DP 4 in German 1258 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The Federal Government wel- 
comes the signing of the cease-fire agreement in Yugo- 
Slavia and expressed its hope that the bloodshed will now 
end. Hopefully the signatures on the documents have 
also cleared the way to reconcihation, Government 
Spokesman Dieter Vogel said in Bonn today 

The Federal Government in Bonn further cxpects that 
now the work of the EC observers im Croatia will be 
made easier, too 

Government Guarantees Bosnia-Hercegs ina F \ports 

LD3008222391 Hambure DPA in German 1410 GMT 
30 Aug 9! 

[Excerpt] Bonn (DPA}—Bonn 1s remtroducing, with 
immediate effect, ts guarantees for exports to the Y ugo- 
slav Republic of Bosnia-Hercegovina with penods 
allowed for payment of up to 460 days Economics 
Minister Juergen Mocliemann (FDP) [Free Democratic 
Party}, Foreygn Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher (FDP). 
and Finance Minster Theo Wage! (CSU) [Christan 
Socialist Union) had agreed on this. the Economics 
Ministry announced in Bonn today [passage omiticd] 
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Bulgarian President Zhelev Arrives in Berlin 

LDO209095591 Hamburg DPA in German 0928 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Berlin (DPA)}—Bulgarian State President Zhelyu 

Zhelev today arnved in Berlin for a four<day state visit 
to Germany. Thes 1s the first official visit of a Bulgarian 
head of state after the political changes in the Balkan 
country m 1989 and after German unification Afier 
spending one day im Berlin. Zhelev will vist Saar- 
bruecken, Stuttgart. Dresden, and Bonn 

Meets Von Weizsaccker 

LD0209191191 Hamburg DPA in German 1417 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text) Berlin (DPA}—President Richard von Weiz- 
saecker has agreed on support for Bulgaria in the area of 
economac reforms. Durnng a luncheon which he gave for 
Bulganan President Zhelyu Zheicy today. the president 
said that the Germans also want to make a contnbution 
to the creation of an cconomic and social system im 
Bulgana too, which would give its people security and 
prospenty Germany intends to continue its support for 
aid for economic reform in Bulgana with its Western 
partner states and the EC. By means of this, the political 
prerequisites should also quickly emerge to promote a 
further move toward Europe and to conclude a treaty of 
association with the European Communities 

In his Ufter-dinner speech in his Berlin official resadence. 
Schioss Bellevue, Von Weizsaecker welcomed Zheley as 
the first democratically elected Bulgarian head of state to 
vist Germany Von Weizsaecker cxpressed his confi- 
dence thal a treaty on partnership-based cooperation 
between Germany and Bulgarna can scon be signed 

Zhelev emphasized that the Federal Republi of Ger- 
many was one of the countnes that had sent Bulgarna the 
greatest humanitanan aid at its mosi difficull penod 
Germany's witerest im the process of reform m hus 
country has awoken m him the hope that German 
business circles “wall ciart concrete mitiatives” which 
could lead to a deepening of cooperation The financial 
support and credits which has received from the 
EC, the IMF. the World Bank. and others have given the 
country courage on its difficult path toward democracy 

Zhelev arrived im Berlin thes morning at the start of a 
four-day state visit to Germany In addition he wll verse 
Saarbruecken, Stuttgart. Dresden. and Bonn Von Wei. 
saccker welcomed him at Schioss Bellevue and con- 
ducted one-hour talks with him A spokesman for the 
president said that Zheley presumed thal the opposition, 
forces will emerge strengthened from the elections on | 4 
October 
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Helicopters Leave for UN Mission in Iraq 

LDO209211891 Hamburg DP 4 in German 1038 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Bonn/Mendiyg (DPA)}—Three Bundeswehr hel- 

mission im irag. The Federal Government had agreed 
with the Unned Nations that the helicopters would be 
made avaslabie for transporting 

NATO Maneuvers Scheduled for 10-20 Sip 
LDO020914089!1 Hamburg DP 4 in German 1321 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Breiefeid/ Muenster (DPA)}—Only 28.400 soldiers 
and no tanks «ill be takeng part im the year's NATO 
autumn mancuver ‘Certam Shicid’ from |0 to 20 Sep 
tember in the area between Muenster Biciefeid and 
Kassel. “A large part of the exercise will be semulated on 
computers.” Lieutenant Colonel Walter Schneider. 

3 September 1991 

Saxony Official Resigns Seat Over Stasi Links 

LD3008 185591 Hamburg DPA in German 0729 GMT 
30 Aug 9! 

Excerpt) Dresden (DPA}—Christian Democratic Union 
Shocke has resagned hes scat om Sanony's 

regeonai parliament. the first there to do 
#0. A report om the daily DIE UNION 

deputies in Saxony's parhament are suspected of Stam 
collaboration [passage omitted] 

Saxen National List Established in Dresden 
LDO2]000903191 Bertin ADN in German 0745 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

{Text} Dresden (ADN)— This past weekend members of 
the mght-eing community in Dresden founded the 
Saxon National List [Sacchsusche ht 

3) Aue 
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Serbian President Holds Talks With Leaders 

Mitterrand Agrees on ( risis 

LD2VO8191691 Belgrade TANIUG om Eneicoh 
17S GMT 29 Aug 9! 

[Text] Pars. August 29 (TANJUG)—Presdent of the 
Yugosiay Republe of Serta Slobodan Milosevic sand 
here today that he had reached a “very high degree of 

accord” eith French President Francon Mitterrand on 
ways to overcome the criss om Yugoslavia 

Speaking at the press conference in Paris following hes 

“We shall do everything we can for the killong to stop.” 
Milosevic sand, assessing the current events mm VY ugo- 

Milosevic revterated that “everyone can leave Y agosia- 
via,” bul pomnted out that “those who are leaving cannot 

do so by bringing harm onto others and preventing those 
who want to stay from domg so.” 

In Milosevic’s opmmron, a new constitutvon should be 
adopted. “which will guarantee the might to self- 
determination to all nations. including those who wrsh to 
continue to live mm Yugoslavia ~ 

The conflict between the Serb population and the repub- 
bean authoritees mm ( roatia broke out after the decrwon 

of the second largest Yugoslav Republic to become 

The Sertian president demed that Serma had any bind of 
territorial aspirations regarding the other Y ugosiay 
republics He described the inter-repubiican borders 
however, as “administrative boundanes which were 

never inter-state borders © 

Serbia Wants EC's Help 

LDIGORI0E 29! Belgrade TANIUG in English 

1356 GMT 29 Aue 9! 

{Text} Pars Aug 29 (TANJUG)—The pressdent of the 
Yugosiay Republic of Sertia Slobodan Milosevic sand in 
Paris on Thursday that he beheved the European ( ommu- 
nity 8 (EC) plan for the settlement of the criss on Yugoslavia 
was om good faith and that Serva wanted the EC's help 

FRANCE "9 

After talks woth French Present Francon Mitterrand 

Milosevic told journalists that the presence of forcign 
troops on Yugoslavia would not be welcome nor would 1 

contnbute to the settlement of the crrss 

“Europe can help us in a comprehensive and diversified 
way through politcal means and we want thu” 
Milosevic sand. He added that any help from the EC for 
the Yugoslav cris to be resolved om a peaceful way 
whole respecting Y ugoslavia’s sovereignty was wclhcome 
Milosevec sand that Serva would reweew the ocw Ei 
mitiatives and grve its response to them 

He sand be knew France would wmwest cflorts to con. 
tribute to the acheevement of a pest settlement of the 
Yugoslav cress. Milosevae added that he was “very 
pleased with the talks mm the Elysee Palace” and that 
there was very much concurrence between his and Mit- 

terrand 's stands 

“The ead of the conflicts depends solely on a halt of the 
State terror against the Sertian populatoon in ( roatia — 
Milosevic sard. The moment that terror stops. no onc 
will have any more reason to shoot, he added 

The Sertuan pressdent sand Serva was not at war with 
(Croat and that its forces were not participating in 
clashes anywhere He said the Sertuan population in 
Croatia was only defending ts homes and that they 
“cannot be described as aggressors if they are defending 
themscives on the thresholds of ther homes and at the 
entrances to thew villages ~ 

Milosevic will today also meet with French Foreign Min- 
wter Roland Dumas He ends hes veset to Paris tonight 

Milosevic, Dumas Talk 

1 D200R8085 7°U! Belgrade TANIUG om English 
OOR GMT 30 Aug 9! 

[By Moma Pudar| 

[Text] Pars. August 29 (TANJUG)—President of the 
Yugosiay Republic of Seria Slobodan Milosevic sand 
tomght that France 1s investing serous efforts towards a 
peaceful solution to the Yugoslav crises. a solution which 
would not violate the nghts of any natron 

Following hes talks with French Foresygn Monister Roland 
Dumas, Milosevic sand “we fully agree as to the prince 
ples on which a solution 1s possible The first principle is 
that Yugoslavia cuts, and the scoond = that « 6 
necessary to respect the mght of natrons to self. 
determination ~ 

Milosevic’ statement leads observers to conclude that 
the one- hour meeting with Dumas has resulted in [words 
mdistenct] the essence of the efforts and search for a 
solution to the Yugoslav crisis 

The talks with Milosevic, who today also met with 
French Pressdent Francon Mitterrand. are conwdered 
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here of extreme umportance m the peace actions of 
France and the European Communnty (EC ) 

The Sertuan pressdent tonight ended his one-day + rsit to 
France 

Serbiza Decision on Peace Initiative | auded 

LD3)08222791 Belgrade TANIUG in English 
2207 GMT 31 Aug 91 

[Text] Pars, August 31 (TANJUG)}—The French Gov- 
erament cupressed pleasure thes evening with Sertua's 
decrmon to accept the mtiative of the European Com- 
munity and sad ut beleves thes will be the first step 
toward the speedy resolution of the Yugoslay crisis 

A gove7mment statement emphasized that the agreement 
to the peace mutiative came after the meetings President 
Francors Mutterrand had with the presidents of Serna 
and Croatia. Slobodan Milosevic and Franjo Tudyman 

Latvia Asks Country To Support 1 N Membership 

1D 2008 181391 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 
in French 17OO GMT 30 Aug 9! 

[Text] After vesiteng Lithuania yesterday (29 August) and 
Latvia and Estoma today [30 August], Roland Dumas has 
ended hes tour to the three Baluc republics. France has 
reestablished its diplomatic relations with the three Baltic 
States As on Vilnius yesterday. the French foresgn minister 
stressed that France never recognized them annexation by 
the USSR en 1940. In Tallinn, the capital of Latvia, Roland 
Dumas spoke to our reporter, Laurent Sumon 

[Begin Dumas recording] The Latvian leaders have 

Beregovoy Suggests Marshall Pian for | SSR 
411:0309102491 Parts AFP in English O957° GMT 
3 Sep ¢" 

[Text] Pares, Sept 3} (AFP)}—Thought should be given “toa 
kind of Marshall Plan” to help the Soviet Union to 
“become mtegrated into the world cconomy™. French 
Finance Minister Prerre Beregovoy said here or Tuesday 
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Sayeng that be favoured the entry of the Soviet Union 
imto micrnational financial emststutvonms. he sand 

“Limon, whech umon”’ ht 1s one of the questions to which, 
| hope. the answer well soon be given. Bet the w.w0n mast 
be a full member of the International Monctary Fund 
(IMF) and of the World Bank ~ 

Notung that because of a shortage of cash “trade by the 
Sovect Umon with Eastern Europe practically at a 
stand\till”. he sad that acteon had to be taken “so thai 
thes trade can be resumed. particularly m castern 
Europes. and with the rest of the world™ 

The so-called Marshall Plan was a «heme of massive 
US. support to Europe after World War Il which played 
a key role m laying the foundations of recovery and 
growth mm the 1950's and 1960's 

On the posssbility of partial privatisation of some state- 
owned companies, Beregovoy sand that he was im total 
agreement with Prome Monester Edith Cresson ond that 
“whatever resources are found. they must not be used to 
fill holes om the budget™ 

He sand that “it 1s not | who will define the principles and 
the chowes” of partial privatrsation. “lt os for the gov- 
ernment and for the presdent of the republic to fix the 
marin lines” 

Mr. Beregovoy had sand last week that the government 
could move to partially privatrse state-owned industry. 
but that the stale should retamn a majority holding 

Industry Minister Strauss-Kahn To Visit Japan 

40 370814599! Pares AFP in Emeiish OS56 GMT 
3] Aue 9! 

[Text] Pars, Aug 31 (APP)—The French industry min- 
ister will become the first member of Prome Minister 
Edith Cresson’s government to vist Japan since the 
premier sparked protest there with several provocative 
remarks about Japanese industry and work hadits 

Domingue Strauss-Kahn said he did not intend to seek 
forgiveness for Cresson’s statements, which have 
mecluded a characterization of Japanese workers as 
“ants.” The minister undicated that while “the goal of my 
visit +s to emprove relations.” he intended to “tell the 
Japanese that we cannot have unbalanced relations with 
them ~ France has traditronally had a large balance of 
payments deficut with Japan “France has balanced eco- 
nomic tres with Germany.” he sand, adding. “there is no 
reason ihai we should have such unbalanced tres with the 
Japanese | am goung to tell them this firmly ~ 

Strauss-Kahn. who has been om contact with Japanese 
officals om Pars mm recent weeks, was to leave Paris 
Saturday [31 August] for a four-day visit mnchuding talks 
with Ministry of Internatronal Trade and Industry head 
Euch: Nakao Strauss-Kahn was to be accompanied by 
Bull charrman Frances Lorentz. Renault chef Raymond 
Levy. and Rhone-Poulenc head Jean-Rene Fourtou 
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De Michelis Hails SFRY Acceptance of EC Plan 

40 310814299! Rome ANSA om English 0837 GMT 
3] Aug 9! 

[Text] (ANSA) Rome. August }0—Itahan Foreign Min- 
mter Granm de Michels on Friday [30 August) praned 
the decison announced by the Yugoslav Federal Gov- 
ernment to accept a European Community plan to stop 
cthns fighting m Croatia, a ministry communique 
released here sand Beigrade's decrsson. the message sand. 
“eapresses a willingness for dia! que whoch 1s indispens- 
able to put an end to the tragsc confrontation now taking 

place ~ 

The Federal Government had announced carher in Bel- 
grade that «t had unanimously accepted the EC plan. hi 
also justifies the constant commument shown by the 
European Community to help resolve the conflict, sand 
the message 

The EC plan includes extending Community ceasefire 
mon to Croatia, international arbitration and the 
Start up of a peace conference 

De Michelis, Hungarian President Discuss SFRY 
LD31081 20691 Budapest Kossuth Radio Network 
in Hungarian 1000 GMT 31 Aug 9! 

[Text] Today President of the Republic Apad Goncz met 
with Itahan Foreign Minister de Mochelis in Venice 
Thew talks concentrated on the Yugoslav msue. Gyula 
Ortutay Lovas reports from Rome 

[Ortutay Lovas] The tete-a-tete discussion, which 
on the criss im Yugoslavia, took place m 

English. The Itahan foreign minister outlined the EC's 
settlement proposal He mentioned that on 3 September 
the EC. the member states of the organization, and 
Yugoslavia and its member republics will pountly discuss 
the possitility of a peaceful settlement. The Italian 

ITALY & VATICAN CITY 2 

foreign minister 1s Optimist that a solution thal meets 
everyone's mtcrests will be found. As be sand. demox- 
racy. the princeple of se’f-<determination, and the consd- 
eration of minor’, rmssucs should predominate ai the 
talks 

Arpad Gonz outhmed the Hunganan stance We support 
the international cffor within the framework of the EC 
and the CSCE. He referred to the fact iat Hungary has 
a dual mterest om the scttlhng of the Yugoslav criss, 

because «t weuld beke a satrsfactory solution as a negh- 
boring country as well as a representative of the interests 
of the Magyar munority. Al the same tome he also 

L.D0109193591 Belgrade TANIUG in English 
1738 GMT 1 Sep 91 

{Text} Rome, Sept | (TANJUG)—Itahan Minister of 
! son Margher-ta Boniver sand today that refu- 

Croatia must be allowed mmto the country 

death Italy cannot treat 
Albania, Boniver sand. In 
daily LA REPUBBLICA 
agree with weews that a 

ve of refugees from Yugoslavia can be 

ns the immugrat 
apply the law to refugees from Yugoslavia ~Y ugosiavs 
are to flee in order to avord death and should be 
accepted.” ver sand. LA REPU BBLICA reports Mat 
an average of three hundred people from Zadar and S vin 
on the Yugoslav Adriatec coast are arriving daily mm \%e 
port city of Ancona 
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Fernacdez-Ordonez o.. Impact of Soviet Coup 

P3008 105891 Madrid ABC im Spanish 25 Aug 9! 
pp 38-39 

[imerview with Spanish Foreign Moeniter Francisco 
Fernande74 Ordonez by Marcos Grau mm Santa Pola date 
not given] 

[Excerm] [emtroductory passage omitted) [Grau] What 
was the "$s Mance during the coup, and what 
steps well take om the future” 

en ae Oe a was very raped 
very morning there was a government statement— 

the first to define the situation as a Coup. something that 
no government had done until then. and which was also 
m keeping with what th Spanish polsical parties did 
Cn the following day. 1 went to the EC meeting with a 

Spam, the stance was clear The Spanish Government's 
stance will take shape im accordance with developments 
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Democrat Awareness 

[Grau] Does the Sovect people's conduct show thal 
perestroyka rs unstoppabic” 

[Fernandez Ordonez] If thes coup had occurred sia years 
ago. when peresiroyka was people would 

mot have taken to the streets, that 1. the 
ussan people's democrat awareness and thei tasic 

for freedom would not have been mature. and they 
would not have dared confront the authonuecs 

(Grau) But perhaps that path needs a new leader 

[Fernandez<Ordonez) As foreign minister. | never speak 
of who showld be other cowntnes leaders. That a 
matter whech they themselves should resolve 

[Grau] In any event, Boris Yeltsin's stance was brillant 

[Fernandez Ordonez] U ndoultedly Yeltsin 1s the presi- 
dent of a republic, of the most umportant republic, and 

Fernandez-Ordonez} | beleve that one of the Soviet 
‘mon's mayor problems—perhaps the greatesi—w hich 

. & now berg dis 

pace of the reforms” 
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whose unpopularity is now enormous as a result of the 
events of early Saturday [as published] morning. 

[Grau] What is your opinion of the stances of some 
countnes which supported the coup? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] I have read nothing about Cuba. it 
could have happened, but there has been no official 
Statement, as far as | know. Whether or not they liked it 
1s another, very different, matter. There were statements 
by Iraq, Libya, and some PLO spokesman. Well, these 
stances prove nothing, nor are they any surprise. 

EC Action 

hw it a threat to the reforms taking place in the 
ern European countries? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] There was great concern, because all 
our counterparts in those countries phoned us. In fact 
Spain raised this matter at the meeting following the coup, 
and we wish to reach several association agreements with 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland, cooperation agree- 
ments with Romania and Bulgaria, and some kind of 
agreement with Albania. In other words, the EC extended 
its field of activity at the time of the coup, but I believe that 
there is no reason to change this stance which was adopted 
at a time of crisis. But we should cancel two decisions— 
severing aid for the Soviet Union and not attending the 
ministerial meeting in Moscow in two weeks’ time. We 
must continue with the EC's economic program. 

Improvised Coup 

Grau} Did you see the possibility of a new Berlin Wall 
ing built? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] The fact is that so many things 
could have happened—from a bloodbath to what did 
happen. We all had the impression that the coup had 
many elements of improvisation, but that was from 
outside. The people had something to say and were 
demanding that the communist system of dictatorship 
should not return, returning to the past. Those who took 
to the streets were choosing freedom despite all their 
difficulties, and I found that impressive. The coup failed 
for three reasons: The first was because it was very badly 
done, the second was the people's resistance, and the 
third was the speed and vigor with which international 
public opinion condemned the attempt. 

Europe's Strength 

[Grau] Does the Atlantic alliance treaty need any amend- 
ment? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] No, it does not need it as a result 
of these events, nor when we were in the midst of the 
Soviet crisis. We met, and nobody spoke of NATO's 
Strategy, furthermore, nobody is calling for NATO's 
dissolution—not even the countries which are not in it. 
It is an instrument whose usefulness nobody doubts. The 
proof is that at the NATO meeting the other day there 
was no talk of defense, strategy, a military threat, or 
anything like that; there was talk of politics. NATO is 
now a major consultative political forum, with a clear 
military system behind it, in which the two sides of 
European security—the United States and the European 
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countnies—speak. The fact that they met 24 hours after 
the coup, that we exchanged views, and thal we were in 
complete agreement, is very important. NATO has a 
personality which should be maintained. 

[Grau] The emergency committee spoke at first of con- 
tinuing with the reforms begun by Gorbachev. Was this 
a desperate atiempt to secure Western aid? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] All putschists always declare 
themselves in favor of respecting a certain legality. 
Nobody believed it. They were afraid of the interna- 
tional reaction. It was soft in the way it presented itself. 

[Grau] Gorbachev warned after the mecting with the 
Group of Seven that the reforms could be in danger since 
he did not secure all the aid he would have liked. Does 
the West have a certain burden on its conscience because 
of what happened” 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] | believe, as a colleague in parlia- 
ment said, that it 1s always the putschists who are to blame 

done, but there was no way, nor is there yet and way, to 
channel it. It is very problematic. If it were decided today 
to draw up a new Marshall Plan, it would pose problems, 
but in any event there is no doubt that the Western 
countnes will now feel morally more obliged to assist the 
Soviet Union; this explains the next Group of Seven 
mecting. 

[Grau] Economically? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] That is what the biggest must 
decide. Spain has already taade a considerable effort. 

[Grau] How do you assess the communique drafted by 
the 12 a few hours after the coup” 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] All we colleagues are very satis- 
fied, since on this occasion there was a consensus with a 
great image of firmness, and it was very important that 
this was issued a few hours after the coup. 

[Grau] Will this action help improve relations among the 
12? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] It was a good moment in the 
Community's foreign policy. It acted before NATO and 
before anybody else, and I am convinced that if there 1s 
the same consensus on future decisions, Europe will be 
very strong, but we are not always so much in agreement 
on everything. Here it was a matter of seeing whether we 
were in favor of freedom or dictatorship, and | believe 
that the answer was very clear. 

[Grau] Would you venture to analyze the future Soviet 
Union? 

[Fernandez-Ordonez] Impossibiec. I will only venture to 
say that the process of freedom and democracy, opening 
up to the market, and the peaceful distribution of power 
among the various territories is something that, despite 
all the difficulties, has no choice but to continue. There 
is no way back. Here there was that path or the put- 
schists’ path. The putschists’ path was the past returning, 
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and if is necessary to bank on the future, however 
complex it may be. The process will take a long time. It 
will not be quick or easy. 

Speculation Over Offer of Asylum for Fidel Castro 

L.D0209230391 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] Manuel Fraga is our next protagonist. Prepara- 
tions for his visit to Cuba are not without controversy. 
The details of the visit are not yet finally concluded, and 
today the Madnd newspaper ABC says that Manuel 
Fraga is taking an offer of political asylum in our country 
for Cuban President Fidel Castro. This detail is neither 
denied nor confirmed at the Xunta [de galicia— 
autonomous government of Galicia, of which Fraga is 
the premier]. Here is Carmen Viejo: 

[Viejo] No comment is the response of the Xunta de 
Galicia to the report which was published in today's 
national edition of the daily ABC, which speculatcs 
about the possibility that during his upcoming visit to 
Cuba, set for the 23d of this month, Manuel Fraga may 
have the assignment from the Spanish Government to 
sound out Fidel Castro on an offer of retirement or 
political asylum in Galicia if he gives up the Cuban 
presidency. Jesus Perez Varela, the secretary for commu- 
nication of the Xunta de Galicia, declined to comment 
on this report, although he does not deny it either. Perez 
Varela does, however, stress that the premier of the 
Xunta de Galicia does not have the powers to make an 
invitation at this level. 

[Begin Varela recording] The Xunta de Galicia does not 
have any comment to make on Fraga’s visit to Cuba, 
other than what we have repeatedly said, namely that 
Manwel Fraga is going to visit the 5,000 Galicians who 
are in Cuba, in line with the Autonomy Statute and the 
Galician nationality law. On another question, | would 
simply add that the premier of the Xunta de Galicia does 
not have any power to offer political asylum to anyone, 
as 1s well known. [end recording] 

[Viejo] The Xunta secretary for communication added 
that it cannot be denied that Manuel Fraga will have 
contacts with figures in the Cuban Government, 
although he says that those meetings will have a cultural 
and touristic purpose, not a political one. We should add 
that the central government has also declined to make 
any comment on this possibility and says it does not 
know the source of this report 

Asylum Offer Denied 
LDO0209195291 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] The situation of Cuba cannot be compared with 
that of the Soviet Union, Cuban ambassador in Spain 
Luise Mendez Morejon said this morning in Oviedo, 
where he met the premier of the principality, Juan Luis 
Rodriguez-Vigil. It was agreed this morning that the 
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premicr of the principality will visit Cuba in mid- 
November. The Cuban ambassador repeated that Cuba 
is an exceptional case, with a revolution of its own 
coming from the people, and that hence, it cannot be 
included in the countmes which in recent months have 
been giving up the communist ideology. 

[Begin Mendez Moreyon recording} [Words indistinct} the 
regimes of the East have collapsed, now it 1s Cuba's turn, as 
if Cuba were a domino. Cuba is not im that game of 
dominoes and has never been in that little game of 
dominoes. That little prece which ("everyone though!) was 
Cuba was not there. (7lt was not there.) In reality, and | 
have to say this, we were often accused of being a satellite 
of the Soviet Union. Everyone said that Cuba 1s a satellite 
of the Soviet Union. When the Soviet Union began to 
operate in an area which suited or was more to the liking of 
the Western powers, principally the United States, then 
they started to accuse us of not being a satellite of the 
Soviet Union. | do not know. What is the position? The 
one which suits the interested party most? [end recording} 

The Cuban ambassador, 75 percent of whose family is still 
in Asturias, described as nonsense the possibility of Castro 
asking for political asylum in Spain. On another matter, he 
said that he did not know whether the mediation which a 
Spanish journalist exercised between Cuban opposition 
groups in Madnd and Havana wiil have any repercussion 
on diplomatic relations between the two countnes. The 
Cuban ambassador also criticized the economic block- 
ading of his country by the United States, which will be 
denounced at the next UN Assembly meeting. 

Cuban Envoy Interviewed on Status of Revolution 

LD0209193891 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1100 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] After the changes experienced in the Soviet Union 
following the failed coup d'etat, eyes are now focused on 
Cuba and its leader, Fidel Castro. The Cuban ambas- 
sador in Spain told RNE a few moments ago that the 
revolution in his country goes on. Isolina Coell: gathered 
these statements in Oviedo. 

[Coeth} Cuba maintains its revolutsonary dignity, regardless 
of the events expenenced in the Soviet Union, Cuban 
Ambassador in Spain Luss Mendez Morejon said in Oviedo 
just a few minutes ago. He is now meeting the premier of the 
principality [of Asturias}, Juan Luis Rodriguez- Vigil. This 1s 
a courtesy visit which will also serve to prepare a visit to 
Cuba by the Astunan premier, who 1s interested in meeting 
the Astunan colony. The Cuban ambassador in Spain, who 
also has Asturian ancestry, said that in spite of everything 
Cuba 1s living the Cuban revolution with the same energy 
and with the same intensity. 

[Begin Mendez Morejon recording) It 1s living with the 
same dignity with which it has always lived, (?with) a 
real, genuine revolution of the whole people. The events 
in the USSR are the USSR's affair, We lament what 
occurs and the difficulties (in another country). We go 
on. [end recording) 
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Denmark 

Schiuter ‘Happy’ at Coup Failure, Stresses Aid 

PM0309075291 Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
in Danish 22 Aug 91 p 11 

[Terkel Svensson report: “The West Should Help the 
Soviet Union™] 

[Text] The countnes of the West must t: ready to give 
massive economic aid, technological support, and expert 
help to the Soviet Union. if Mikhail Gorbachev's return 
to his Presidency clears the way for a market economy. 

So said Prime Minister Poul Schluter (Conservative) 

yesterday evening once it had become clear that the coup 
in the Sovict Union had failed. 

The prime munister said that even if 1 costs a great deal 
of money to help raise Sovict living standards, this 
would be to our advantage because the Soviet Union 
could develop into a formidavle trading partner. 

Poul Schluter toresaw the final death of the communist 
system in the Soviet Union in line with developments in 

Easiern Europe. But he rejected allegations that Den- 
mark and the other Western nations had reacted too 
weakly when the first reports of the coup against Gor- 
bachev started coming in on Monday as “being wise after 
the event.” 

“The coup failed in a surprisingly short time, but the 
overall political picture is still very unclear.” Poul 
Schluter said. 

In the prime minister's view, one thing is now certain: 
The failed coup attempt is a major victory for the 
pro-reform forces in the Soviet Union and especially for 
Russia's popularly elected president, Boris Yeltsin. This 
will help not only the reforms, but also the Baltic 
countnes’ calls for independence. 

Poul Schluter said that Boris Yeltsin will now be a figure 
of great strength, but he did not dare assess whether 
Gorbachev will be strengthened or weakened by the 
drama of the last few days. 

“The coup backfired because over the last six years 
Soviet citizens and the vast majority of their political 
leaders have become so used to freedom of speech and 
the beginnings of democracy that there was a great 
determination to prevent the Soviet Union from 
becoming a dictatorship again.” the prime minister said. 

Social Democratic Party chairman Svend Auken said 
that he 1s as happy now as he was dismayed on Monday 
morning. 

“The coup has failed compictely,” Svend Auken said, 
giving most of the credit for developments to “very fine 
popular resistance ~ 

“There has been very strong popular reaction in the large 
cities, and this reaction penetrated deep within the army. 
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The great economia problems under Gorbachev have 
rade his policies less popular, but the old communists 
did not win the support they had been counting on. On 
the contrary, they were seen as part of the problem and 
not as part of the solution.” Svend Auken said. 

The Social Democratic chairman said that once you have 
tasted democracy—nc matter for how short a time— 
people get used to the idea that there are things to be 
gained from reacting Svend Auken also praised the 
“brillant way in which the democratic leaders in the 

Sovect Union have behaved.” adding that the West's 
reaction has been important, even though 1 was “disap- 
pomntingly weak and almost cynical” in the first hours 
after the coup. 

“Now we have to take the gigantic problems facing 
Gorbachev senously. The reforms and democratization 
must be linked in people's consciousness with something 
that produces improverrents for the consumers. So far 
things have only gotten worse.” Svend Auken sad. 

He thinks that Denmark should help the Soviet Union 
by offering to create telephone systems using fiber optics. 
and to help with food distribution, house construction, 
urban renewal, and the modernization of the hospital 
system. 

“We om Denmark have the necessary prerequisites to 
help on these ticlds in particular,” Auken said. 

Socialsst People’s Party chairman Holger K. Nicisen said 
that “st 1s gratifying that the Stalinist coup in the Soviet 
Umion has failed.” 

“The putschists completely misread the people's reac- 
vons. This shows that the wave of democratization 
which was set in motvon under Mikhail Gorbachey 

cannot be stopped.” Holger K. Nielsen said. 

Radical Liberal Folketing group chairman Marianne 
Jelved said that it 1s “incredibly gratifying” that the coup 
has failed. She said that Boris Yeltsin and the Russian 
people have acted courageously, and she takes the view 
that the reform process and President Gorbachev have 
probably been strengthened. 

Progress Party political spokesman Pia Kjaersgaard said 
that she is relieved that the coup in the Soviet Union was 
averted. “But we should not rejowe prematurely. The 
mere fact that there has been a coup shows that i will 
take many years before a real democracy on Western 
lines s created in the Sovict Union,” she said 

Schluter Comments on Aid 

P\10309142491 Copenhagen DET FRI AKTUELT 
in Danish 28 Aug Yi p il 

[Jens Ringberg report: “Bilhons in Aid to the Baltic 

Region”] 

[Text] Two things are very clear in connection with the 
future mncrease in Danish support for the Soviet Union 
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after the coup: We wall be putting our efforts first and 
foremost into helping the Baltsc countnes directly. And 
the moncy will be found through savings in the static 
budget. 

“It 1s completely natural for us to concentrate the aid on 
the Baltic states, whech are closest to us both geograph- 
wally and culturally.” Poul Schluter said. 

He announced thal a new minisienal commiutice headed 

by Foreign Minster Uffe Ellemann-Jensen (Liberal 
Party) os being set up to plan Danish aid. 

The plan 1s to ensure that the overall efforts of minisines 
are properly coordinated. That spending 1s taken krone 
by krone. And that thes must be real aid, which ideally 
could create jobs in Denmark. 

“We will not be sending blank checks. In close coopera- 
thon with industry and commerce we must create specific 
projects able to be effective and to %¢ of real use,” the 
prime minister said, adding that the “main emphasis will 
to a very great extent™ be put on the Baltic countries. 
With education and tramung as a key area. 

He was unwilling to guess how much the aid will total, 
but it wall be large. At present plans are for a sum of 1.5 
billion kroner per year, b..< after the coup this is by no 
means cnough. 

The prime minister predicted that support for the mod- 
ernization of the public sector m the Baltic countries 
could be a central clement in Danish ard—and expects 
the National Federation of Local Authorities to play a 
central role. At the same time he also said that aid to the 
other countnes of E~ tern Europe will not be ended, 
even though efforts are now being directed toward the 
Baltic region 

Poul Schluter reyected the suggestion that swifter and 
greater Western aid could have prevented the coup in 
Moscow, adding that it was mght to let President Gor- 
bachev travel home empty-handed from the recent world 
economic summit in London. 

t llemann-Jensen on Support for Aid to bast 

PM0309152091 Copenhagen BERLINGSKE TIDENDE 
SONDAG in Danish I Sep 91 p 6 

[Ole Dall report: “Ellemann-Jensen: Support for East 
Bloc Aid Impressive™’] 

[Text] “Among the Danes there 1s a great understanding 
of the fact that aid to Eastern Europe 1s an investment in 
our own future.” Foreign Minister Uffe Ellemann- 
Jensen said after a Gallup opimon poll on ard to the 
countnes of the Eastern bloc. 

In response to direct questions over 80 percent of Danes 
said they are prepared to pay a special tax of one percent 
of their income to finance the reconstruction of Eastern 
Europe 
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This was shown in a Gallup poll in yesterday's BER- 
LINGSKE TIDENDE. 

However, the research also showed that the the majority 
of Danes would like to see the aid to Eastern Europe 
financed from savings in the nations! budget. 

If the chonce for financing the aid 1s between moncy from 
the Third World development aid budget and moncy 
from defense. the vast majority opt for defense savings. 

The government has set up a commiutice which 1s shortly 
to produce a plan of action for the aid for Eastern 
Europe—including how ut 1s to be financ d. While the 
Social Democrats, the Socialist People’s Party. and the 
Radical Liberals have pointed to defense savings. the 
government has mentioned savings in the Third World 
development budget as one clement in financing the aid. 

Foreign Minister Uffe Eliemann-jensen (Liberal Party) 
said that he “really was quite encouraged” by the 
opinion poll: 

“It shows that there us a great understanding of the fact 
that aid to Eastern Europe ts an invesiment in our own 
future. If massive and generous support 1s not given, we 
run the risk of losing the chance that there will be some 
good democracies and market economics with which we 
can cooperate in the future.” 

The foreign minister sand that 1 was “particularly gen- 
crous™ that so many Danes are prepared to pay for the 
aid themscives, “But the arm musi be to find krone- 
by-krone financing ~ 

On the question of financing thei aid enther from 
defense moncy or Third World aid Uffe Eliemann- 
Jensen said 

“] understand very well that many people say that 
defense must pay its part, but it has to be clear thai this 
cannot happen here and now Now would be the wrong 
pomt m time to make cuts, when we sill have all the 
uncertainty around us 

“We know that there 1s widespread opposition to making 
cuts in the development aid budget. but | do not think 
that this would be unreasonabic. if as a minimum we 
again went for growth in the devclopment budgct and 
used some of it for the countrnes of the East: Thes could 
easily be done without our being removed from the top 
of the league of which countries give most in develop- 
ment aid” 

tinland 

Delegation Holds Talks in Tallinn on New Embassy 

LDO309033591 Helsinki Suomem Vlewradio Network 
in Finnish 1300 GMT 02 Sep 9! 

[Excerpt] A delegation from the Finnish Foreign Min- 
ISiry 18 Negotiating in Tallinn about the practicalities of 
the diplomatic relations between Finland and Estoma 
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The delegatx... led by a consulting official, Jaakko Kau- 
rinkoski, met the president of Estonia, Arnold Ruutel, at 
midday. Reporter Pekka Lehtonen was following the 
negotiations n Tallinn. 

{Lehtonen} This ss Tallinn. The talks at the Kadriorg 
Castle in Tallinn were on a very general level. Foreign 
Affairs Counsellor Kaurinkosk: reported that the topic 
of discussions al the meeting was how existing coopera- 
tion can be developed and extended and how Finland 
could help the development of Estonia's economy and 
society. Many cooperation questions must be written in 
agreements, he said. 

Talks with President Arnold Ruute! also took up the 
intensifying of the cooperation between the Baltic coun- 
tres and the Nordic Council and the cooperation of the 
Baltic Sea countries. Kaurinkoski could not say exactly 
when the Finnish Embassy in Tallinn will be opened and 
when the ambassador will be appointed. The opening of 
the embassy will also require a decree. [passage omitted] 

Koivisto Against Baltics Joining Nordic Council 

L.DO0209220791 Helsinki Suomen Yleisradio Network 
in Finnish 1800 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] President Mauno Koivisto does not support the 
Baltsc states’ jorning the Nordic Council. President 
Koivisto and the Norwegian prime minister, Gro 
Harlem Brundtland, noted in their discussions in Oslo 
that admitting the Baltic states into the Nordic Council 
was not expedient, bul that cooperation with them 
should be managed differently According to Korvisto, 
Nordic cooperation should be discussed at the prime 
ministerial level in order to give an impetus to the 
cooperation 

President Koivisto and his wife returned home via 
Norway from a visit to Iceland about half an hour ago 

Ties With Russia Not Needed 

LD3108111391 Helsinki Suomen Yileisradio Network 
in Finnish OSO0 GMT 31 Aug 9! 

[Text] President Mauno Koivisto does not beheve i 1s 
yet necessary for Finland and Russia to establish official 
State relations. Korveisto says that it 1s best now to have a 
breathing space as regards the East and to see what 
happens. In hes interview in UUSI SUOMI, Korvisto 
assesses Finland's foreign policy line. saying that it does 
not require a basic overhaul. According to Korvisto it 1s 
necessary, however, to apply the line all the tome and to 

react to situations as they arise 

The president and his wife are currently on a private visit 

to loeland 
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* Vayrynen Backs CSCE Vugosiavia Force 

YIENO779A Helsinki HELSINGIN SANOMAT 

in Finnish 8 Aug 9/1 p 6 

{Unattributed article: “Paavo Vayryncn Would Prepare 

CSCE Peacekeeping Troops™} 

[Text] Foreign Minister Paavo Vayrynen (Center Party) 
brought up again. on Wednesday. the establishment of 
Europe's own peacekeeping troops. In Vayrynen’s 
Opinion, capenence gained in the VY ugosiavia crises undi- 

cates that there 1s reason to develop the readiness for the 
use of CSCE peacekeeping troops and observers ahead of 
tume, although a decision should be made on establishing 

peacekeeping troops only if and when there 1s a need and 
justification for them 

Vayrynen made his presentation at the Paasskivi Society 

in Tampere 

Proposals for forming the CSCE's own peacekeeping 
troops have been made by the forcign ministers of 
Germany, Beigsum, and Austria, among others. A few 
weeks ago. Vayrynen considered that the European 

countnes’ own biue berets could be appropriate Min- 
ister of Defense Elisabeth Rehn (Swedish People’s Party) 
took a stand against the sca at that ime. In her opinion 
a competitor should not be created for the UN peace- 

keeping organization 

One Reason Is Found in the ( harter 

In his speech in Tampere, Vayrynen presented several 
reasons that Europe's own peacekeeping activity should 
be prepared, even though the UN and its peacekeeping 
organization already cxrsts 

“One weighiy reason can be found in the UN Charter 
which gives preference to regional measures to maintain 
international peace and security A second justification 
8 a practical one: Why link countries outside the CSC E 

to European conflicts for which the CSCE countries 
themselves have better qualifications for managing” And 
a third justification came to hight in the UN Secretary. 
General's statements about the Yugoslav situation He 
did not believe that the UN should intervene im the 
Yugoslav crisis because 1 was a question of the country's 
internal affairs. This position reflects a certain difference 
between the UN and the CSCE. Cooperation has been 
developed in the CSCE im spheres that are considered to 
include the internal affairs of countries, too And, im 
Europe. the threat to international peace and security 
comes capressly from the internal disputes of certain 

countnes.~ 

In Vayrynen’s opinion, the CSCE's peacekeeping 
activity 1 necessary, even if the European Community 
develops its own peacekeeping operations and is even 
talking about establishing its own intervention forces 

“The development within the EC actually emphasizes 

the need for the CSCE to develop its own preparations 
for peacekeeping activity In managing crisis situations 
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alternatives are needed and, among them in particular. a 
general European alternative in which all CSCE coun- 
tnes could participate equally ~ 

Vayrynen also outhned the principles that the CSCE’s 

own blue berets should follow im practice: 

A decision to start up a peacekeeping operation would 
always be made unanimously. All of the parties to a crises 
would approve the operation and suppor ut Unarmed 
observers or actual peacekeeping troops, which would 
not, however, participate in combat, could be involved 
They would have only light weapons. The observers and 
troops would be assembled from countrnes that all of the 
CSCE countnes approved. The CSCE countries would 
be jointly responsible for financing. 

Vayrynen did not support the proposal by the Sovict 
Union and Germany for the establishment of a European 
security council. For the tume being, he wants to develop 
anew conflict prevention center. 

In Vayrynen’s opimon, several EFTA [European Free 
Trade Association] countries would be “economically 
mature” enough to become members of the EC. How- 
ever, for the four neutral EFTA members (Austria, 
Sweden, Finland, and Switzerland), the development of 
the scope of the EC's foreign. security, and defense 
policy will cause problems. 

Norway 

Paper Reports Brundtiand’s Joy at Coup failure 

P03090 74491 Oslo ARBEIDERBLADET 
in Norwegian 2) Aug 91 p & 

[Nortild Midtbo and NORSK TELEGRAMBYRA 
report: “Great Victory for the People of the Sovict 
Umon”™) 

[Text] “Thes ss Soviet democracy im action’ It ws a 
fantastic capenence to see so serious and so frightcning a 
situation turned around.” Prime Minister Gro Harlem 
Brundtland said after the putschists were pul to flight 

“If the trend now being reported from Moscow con- 
tnues. we are witnessing a mayor victory for the people 
of the Soviet Unmon and a crushing defeat for the 
repressive and undemocratic forces.” the prime minister 
said 

“Borrs Yeltsin's unique courage. will, and determination 
im the face of seemingly supernor forces will go down in 
history as an cxample for all who fight for peoples nght 
to enjoy freedom and self-determination.” Ciro Harlem 
Brundtland said 

The prime minister stressed that the situation will not be 
fully clarified until Mikhail Gorbachey—as the Soviet 
Umon’'s legally elected president—is back and able to 
exercrse hes powers. But she believes that what has 
happened will strengthen the democrat forces and the 
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reform process in the longer term, since the failed coup 
demonstraicd that there 1 nothing to be gained from 
turning back the clock and restoring an obsolete sysicm 

“If 0s correct that the cight-man junta which ilicgally 

seized power in the Sovict Unson has been arrested. I 
welcome the report with the greatest delight.” Defense 
Minister Johan Jorgen Holst told NORSK TELE- 
GRAMBYRA 

it es (Christian People’s Party leader] Kycll Magne Bond- 
evik's view that i 1s the people who have been victonous 
over the reactsonary forces, now that the putschists have 
been repulsed. Bondevik believes Gorbaches will stay on 
as president because the people have demanded him 

“This was an cnormous relief and a great victory for the 
forces of freedom and democracy. The fact thal the 
pulschists are now on thew way oul shows thal the 

message of human nghts and democracy has such strong 
roots in the Russian people that a coup could no longer 
succeed, as they have so many tomes mm the past in the 
Soviet Umon.” Bondevik said. 

Socialist Left Party leader Enk Solhewm sant “I am 
happier than | have been for many years. | have bees. 
worried in the last few days. If the coup had succeeded ut 
would have put the Soviet Union back several decades. lt 

would have led to the dramatic destruction of the poli- 
ical climate in Europe, and this would also have affected 
Norway.” Enk Solhemm sad. 

Sweden 

Government Names Three New Envoys to Baltics 

1 DO2U9034891 Stackholm Sveriges Radio Network 
in Swedish 1600 GMT 28 Aue 91 

[Text] We have heard that two of the three Swedish 
ambassadors on the Baltic will be Lars Grundberg, who 
will be ambassador to Tallinn, and Vidar Heliners. who 
will be ambassador to Riga 

Envoy to Lithuania Named 

LD3008 142891 Stockholm Sveriges Radio Network 

in Swedish 1030 GUT 30 Aue 91 

[Text] The Swedish ambassador to Lithuania has now 
been appointed. He 1s Departmental Counsellor Lars 
Magnusson, who will represent Sweden in the capital, 
Vilnius 

Carlsson on Baltic States, \ eltsin, Gorbachev 

P10 2008153091 Stackholm SUENSAA DAGALADET 

in Swedish 22 Auge Yl p 7 

{Unatiributed report: “Swedish Praise for Boris 
Yeltsin”) 
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[Text}) The tume for Swedish recognition of the Baltic 
States has moved closer as a result of the failed coup 
dctat 

After a speech im Sergel’s Square yesterday evening 
Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson resterated that Sweden 
does not recognize a State until ot has control over its own 
terntory 

“Now, afier what has happened, the Baltxc peoples’ 
chances of achieving this have increased.” Ingvar 
Cartsson predicted, and as a result Swedish recognition 
has suddenly come closer after the last few days’ events 
m the Soviet Union 

Ingvar Carisson prasnsed Mikhail Gorbachev for all he 
has done m the liberation of Eastern Europe, for 
crampic 

He also praned Bors Yeltsin just as strongly for hes 
courage and behavior during the coup d'etat and told the 
press that many people are now hoping for successful 
cooperation between Yeltsin and Gorbachev 

“It os Boris Yeltsin's endurance and strength which have 
reversed developments,” Moderate Coalition Party 
leader Cari Biidt said. 

Bildt pomted out that one problem, the coup, docs 
indeed seem to have been resolved, but that all the other 
problems remain. 

“The Soviet coonomy 1 moving rapidly toward a catas- 
trophe. Yeltsin now has a unique Opportunity to carry 

“A vectory for democracy.” 

That was the comment of Center Party leader Olof 
Johansson on hearing the news that the coup d'etat in the 
Soviet Union had failed. 

In Johansson's view, the faslure of the coup means much 
for the democratization of the Soviet Union. 

“The Soviet people have demonstrated their determina- 
tion to resist the remaiming forces of dictatorship. This 
gives the Soviet Union the opportunity to get to grips 
with the nomenkiatura in the Communist Party, the 
KGB, and the army leadership,” he said. 

[Liberal Party leader] Bengt Westerberg was not sur- 
prised by the news. 

“| allowed myself to say carler tuday after the meeting of 
the Foreign Affairs Council that | thought that this coup 
had been led and carned through in a very amateurish 
fashion. 

“And, like everyone cise, | am extremely happy that 1 1 
over. | was listening to Yeltsin when he said he thought 
this would take a few days and 11 only took a few hours.” 
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“I think it feels like a boulder has been lifted from our 

“This « further proof of how people are prepared to 
make sacrifices to protect freedom and democracy. 

“Bors Yeltsin. m whom so many Russians pul thei 

Yesterday evening SVENSKA DAGBLADET ted 
without success to reach the Left Party for comment 

Schori Reveals Training of Balts, Outlines Policy 
PM03091 35691 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 29 Aug 9! p Al? 

[Magdalena Ribbing report: “Balts Trained in Diplo- 

macy” 

[Text] In Sweden this spring and summer nine Balts have 
been secretly trained as diplomats. Foreign Ministry 
Under Secretary of State Prerre Schon confirmed to 
DAGENS NYHETER 

“We called ut a study visit.” Pierre Schon sand when 
DAGENS NYHETER asked about the nine from 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania who are now about to 
leave for home after a Swedish “crash course” [words in 
English] in international diplomacy. 

Yesterday a Europe seminar was held at the Foreign 
Ministry involving all the Swedish ambassadors in 
Europe, from Ankara to Vienna. Foresgn Trade Minister 
Anita Gradin held the annual meeting with the ambas- 
sadors in Europe to discuss current Swedish policy. 

Sweden's security position was summarized by Pierre 
Schon, who talked about the new architecture of Sweden 
and Europe. 

“In the present situation, which 1s encouraging but also 
uncertain, there 1s no reason to alter Swedish securiiy 
policy.” Prerre Schon told the Swedish ambassadors 

It 1s emportant that the western coast of the Baltsc—that 
is, Sweden—should continue not to form a part of a 
military alliance or serve as a military base: 

“Membership of the EC will of course have an effect on 
Sweden's foreign and security policy,” the under secre- 
tary of state said. “To a certain extent the Swedish 
membership application has already had an influence on 
our freedom of action. We must remain firm on our 
nonalignment. “| would be unwise to devalue our secu- 
rity policy through vanous forms of adaptation, just as 
vawise as it would be to speculate on the devaluation of 
the Swedish krona” 

Pierre Schori's analysis 1s that the EC wall not reach any 
important decissons on military and defense policy 
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issues before 1995, and that ut 1s therefore umpossibie to 
ask Sweden to take up a position on these future deci- 
s#OMS al thes carly stage. 

“We must follow developments in the EC closely and 
refrain from locking ourselves into positions or making 
far---aching Statements im ts or that direction,” Pierre 
Schon said. 

pean Act. In addition, the EC's goals in 
foreign and security policy coincide wi fh 

rt i Ht | . i ih : i ; | £ 

Schon told DAGENS NYHETER that he «s 
optimistic, but that the issue must be carefully studied. 
| 

Secretary of State Sten Heckscher told SVENSKA DAG. 
BLADET 
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The chances of getting Bergling extradited have 
mecreased since the new KGB leadership signaled a new 
attitude to its old spies. 

“We are very mteresied in having him returned to 
Sweden to serve hus sentence,” Sten Heckscher said. 

According to security police chief Director General Mats 
Borjesson, Bergling 1s probably in the Sovect Union. 

AS a result the security police will attempt through 
informal contacts mm the Soviet Union to locate Sug 
Bergling According to Mats Boryjesson. 11 1s possible that 
contact will be made with the Soviet intelligence service, 
the KGB, to obiain information. 

“It goes without saying that we will try to find out where 
we can get hold of Berghing. We cannot accept his escape, 
nor can we accept that he has evaded the Swedish justice 
sysiem,” Mats Borjesson caplained. 

Under Secretary of State Sten Heckscher said that the 
Swedish authonties are ready to demand Bergling's 
extradition as soon as “we have more or less rehable 
information about where he 1s." 

A formal request for extradition will be made by the 
Foreign Ministry, according to Assistant Under Secre- 
tary Lena Berke. 

Mats Borjesson believes that developments in the Sovict 
Union could lead to a new opportunity to solve the case 

of Stag Bergling’s escape 

“We are following developments day by day and will 
take action as soon as we think it possible to achieve 
some success,” Mats Borjesson said. 

However, he does not think « possible to make an 
official request to the Soviet authorities regarding Ber- 
ping 

“Al present taking the official route through the Foreign 
Ministry 1s ruled owt. Instead we are trying in various 
ways to try to establish underground contacts to get 
answers to our questions. Such contacts will be made as 
soon as possible © 

In 1979 Bergling was sentenced to life imprisonment for 
yp ty bee Union. While on leave from prison 
in 1987 he fled with his wife, Elisabeth Sandberg All 
traces of the couple ended at a car park in Helsink: where 
their escape car had been parked Ii 1s not known where 
Bergling and his wife went after that [passage omitted) 

KGB Promises New Material on Wallenberg (ase 

PM0309144491 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 31 Aug Vi pi 

[Unatiributed report: “KGB To Release New Facts 
About Wallenberg” | 

[Text] Hopes of solving the puzzie of Raoul Wallenberg 
grew yesterday After a press conference 19 Moscow new 
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KGB chicf Vadim Bakatin promised to make publa 
three or four new documents relateng to the Swedish 
diplomat who was taken prisoncr mm Budapest in 1945 
and taken to the Soviet Union 

The chances of finding out more about Wallenberg + fatc 
increased immediatcly after Mikhail Gorbaches 
appointed the lheral Bakaton as the new KGB checf 
Bakatin has promised to completely restructure the 
feared security service, which played a central role in last 
week's failed coup d'etat. lt has already been decoded 
that large amounts of the organization's archive material 
will be transferred to the Ruswan Republic's archives 

In Moscow Swedish Ambassador (rjan Berne -aas asked 
to be allowed to mect Bakatin to gain access to the 
KGB's archives 

Anders Aslund Views Impact of L SSR Coup 

P41 3008152891 Stockholm SUENSAA DAGBLADET 
in Swedish 2) Aug ¥/ p 6 

[Untitled Charlotte Permell feature. mmcorporating in‘er- 
view with Professor of Eastern Bloc Economics Anders 
Aslund. place and date not given} 

[Excerpt] What will happen after the coup attempt” 
SVENSKA DAGBLADET has asked three aperts on 
the Eastern Bloc what they think about poluncal and 
economia developments in the Sovect U neon 

[Permell] Can Gorbachev returr to real power’ 

[Asiund] No He has the whole ume portrayed humsectt as 

holding the balance of power, as the man who has 
succeeded in keeping the various power factors in the 
Soviet Union im balance Now the conservative forces 
have been thrown out Asa result Gorhaches 15 no longer 
needed in his old role And for thes reason | beleve that 
he will find ut difficult to hang on to power 

[Permeli] Is «1 possible to try to carry through an cco 
nomi and a political reform program at the same time 

as Gorbachev tned to do” 

|Astund] No. The situation mm the Sowret Union « wo 
hopeless But on the other hand when the old system 
collapses old special interests are broken down and then 
it becomes possible to rebuild 

|Permell] Which should come firsi—an umproved mar. 
ket-onented economy of political reforms” 

|Astund] Democracy must come first And 1 1 impos 
uble to introduce democracy until the old power system 
has been pul im its place 

[Permell] Where docs Yeltun stand” In the past he was 
Crorbachey's opponent, bul now he « hus frend and 
sponsor 
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[Astund) Yeltsen has clearly alhed humecif wath Gor. 
haches recently cven before the coup 

[Permell] What well happen to the “Gang of Exght™” 

[Aslund] They have broken the law and will be brought 
to tral. it «s defficult to forecast what will happen then 

[Permell} is real democracy by definstion an impos 
bulsty on the Soweet LU mson” 

[Aslund) No. the Sowret Unson has gradually been 
maturing into a democratx structure Now i 1s impor. 

tant to gradually busld democracy But | am quite sure 
that we will see a very strong Movement in the direction 
of democracy from now on 

[Permeli] What well happen to the Baltc regron” 

[Astund] They now have a real possibility of becoming 
mdependent. There «= a very broad body of under. 
sanding also among Russians for the Balts dewre for 
bberation |passag. omitted] 

* Johansson Rejects New Democracy Pact 

VIENOTUID Stackhoim DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 18 Aug 9! p 7 

[Article by Magdalena Ribbing “Johansson Says No. 
Thanks to New Democracy”) 

[Text] “No to assestance to 4 nonsocsalis! government 
from the New Democracy party ~ says Olof Johansson 
the head of the ( enter Party 

(nm Saturday the Center Party leader took part m a 
large-scale rally om downtown SYiockhotm at the well 
known Platta [record store} on Serge! Square Just before 
hes appearance before the moticy crowd which filled 

Platta the Center Party leader held a press conference 
and ansecred questions about his view of New Demo. 
racy 

( auton 

Up ull now Bengt Westerberg. the leader of the Liberal 
Party has been the nonsocialist who distanced himectl 
the mowt from New Democracy (tof 
turns oul to be as drttance-minded bul along somewhal 
different nes. Bengt Westerberg will not be part of « 
government which depends on Nee Democracy +s votes 
The teader of the Liberal Party would then recommend 
the Finanh mode! eth Socal Democrats. Liberals. and 
Moderates in the same government Do not give New 
Democracy veto power m sech « situation, (Hof 

Johanson (autroned 

T stock to the Norwegian model the Norwegian ( enter 
Party always refused to have anytheng to do with the 
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The Center Party's tug rally on the square received 
comsderablc attention on the midst of 

varved Dbiasts of mus whech regularly crupt m that 
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acighborhood. and the Women's Party's two members 
made a scrmous aliempt to deliver thew message at the 
Center Party rally 

A thowsand small flowecrpots eith home, flowers ecre 
arrayed mm groups at the Center Party's rallying port, 
coffee and cakes were served. and candy was handed out 
just 25 af any party And the strofiers. shoppers. and 
sympathizers who had come listened polricly to the 

He +s also irmtated by the value-added ta: on tournm. 
8 an obstacie to liwely outdoor life in Stockholm. 
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Vasilioe Leaves for Greece Discussions on ( yprus 

NC S008 15249! Nicoma (Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radw Network in Greek 1400 GMT 
30 Aug 9! 

[Teast] Presadent Y corysos V asshow icft thes afternoon for 
Greece and ell cachange views on the latest develop 
ments in the ( yprus msuc with the Greek Government 
and political leadership on Monday and Tucsday 

Tomghi the presedent of the Republi eill visit Navphon 
and tomorrow he will veset Tripoh. where a special event 
m hes honor 1s beung organized. On Sunday he will vient 
the Vitena community. the birth place of hrs grandfather. 
holy scenes painter (Mhonas Y iavopoulos. where special 

events on Luss honor will also take place 

Foreign Minister Yooryrcs lakovou and government 
spokesman Akrs F andrs are accompanying the president 
Vasshou will return to (Cyprus on Wednesday 

New Turkey-North Cyprus Passport Policy Deplored 

VC 0309083391 Nicoma ALITHIA in Greek 
3 Sep Vip s 

[From the “Dasly Truths” column: “The Turkish Side™} 

[Text] The fact that Turkey chose this moment to cance! 
passport requirements between it and the pscudosiatec 

demonstrates that the Turkish side 1s shameless and docs 
everything possibic to torpedo the current consultations 

for a solution to the Cyprus problem. The abolition of 
passporl requirements between the two entities will open 

wide the doors for the further settlement of the occupied 
territones by Turks from Anatoha 

If the people who are currently working to solve the 
Cyprus problem do not see through thers Turkish act and 
ts imtention to torpedo the efforts to solve the Cyprus 
problem, they have shut thei cyes and do not want to 
admit that the Turkesh side « not ready to reach a 
solution In addition. it proves that regardless of real 
Turkish interests, a much greater force 1s exerted on the 
Turkish wade by Turkish capansonmm 

The superpowers must draw another lesson from this act 
In order to overcome Turkish intransigence i should be 
made clear to Turkey thal capanswonmm will not be 
allowed and that they have to withdrawal from Cyprus 
once and for all. Turkey should be given a deadline for 
this withdrawal 

Turkish Foreign Ministry Official Arrives 2 Sep 

T 4020905 5691 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio in Turkish 
to Cyprus OS00 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] Ambassador Ordem Sai erk, Turkish Foreign 
Ministry under secretary, arrived on an official visit to 
the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus [TRNC] this 
morning Sanberk was the first official to visit the TRNC 
wince the passport waiver between the two countnes 
came into effect: He 1s accompanied by Faruk (Logoglu). 
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assistant under secretary for belatcral poluiecal affasrs. 
and Oguz Cchkkol, Sanberk's private secretary 

Sanberk. who begins hes contacts today. will be received 
by Pressdent Rauf Denktas. Republican Assembly 
Speaker Hakki Atun, Prome Monester Dervis Erogiu. as 
well as Kenan Atakol, foreign affairs and defense min- 
wter Sanberk will also make courtesy calls on Licutcnant 
General Fikret Orden Bortepe, commander of the 
Turkesh peace forces mn Cyprus, and Brigadier General 
Erdogan Din, commander of the security forces 

Tomorrow, the Turkesh Foreign Ministry under secre- 
tary will vest Murataga |Maratha}, 4 ‘lar [Alboa), and 
Sandaliar [Sandalarss}. He will also tour the Magosa 
[Famagusta] regoon Sanberk and his deicgation «ill 
depart the TRNC at 1530 on 4 September 

Sanberk's Activities Reported 

1.40.209152391 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1510 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] Lefkose [Nicosia] (ANATOLIA}—-A semor 
Turkesh Foreign Ministry official sand here on Monday 
that Turkey would continue to support the Turkish 
Cypriot people Foreygn Ministry under secretary Ordem 
Sanberk was speaking at the of a vesit to the 
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) for talks 
with top officials 

He met TRNC Pressdent Rauf Denktas. Parhament 
Speaker Hakk: Atun, Premier Dervis Eroglu and Foren 
and Defense Minister Kenan Atakol 

Sanberk later visu the offices of General Fikret Orden 
Bortepe. the commander of the Turkish Cypriot peace 
keeping force and General Erdogan Dink, the com- 
mander of the TRNC security forces 

Speaking during the visits, Sanberk said that Turkey's 
support for the Turkish Cypnot people would continuc 
and wcrease. Sanberk said efforts to resolve the Cyprus 
problem im line with UN Security Council Resolution 
649 were rapidly reaching fruition 

He added that Turkey wants a four-way meeting on 
Cyprus as proposed carler this year by Turkish Prew- 
dent Turgut Oval and sand Ankara was pleased with 
support for four-way talks. Oval im June proposed a 
four-way mecting involving Turkey, the TRNC. Cireece 
and the Greek Cypnot administration 

Envoys of the UN secretary general have since concluded 
a second round of talks with officials from all four states 
in an effort to narrow the differences between the parties 
prior to a meeting on Cyprus in New York in September 
The UN-brokered Septemtn 1 meeting was announced by 
US. Pressdent George Bush im carly August after talks 
with Turkish and Greek leaders in Ankara and Athens in 
July 

Intercommunal talks armed at resolving the Cyprus 
problem between Denktas and Greek Cyprot Leader 
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Vasshou were broken off mm March 1990 because the 
Greek Cypreot sade refused to recognize the nght of the 
Turkish Cypriot people to equality and scif- 
determination 

Denktas Calis Cyprus EC Membership ‘Last Move" 

740309120391 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw im Turkish 
to Cprus 1030 GMT 3 Sep 91 

[Text] Presedent Ravf Denktas has said that Cyprus 
membership om the EC. of whech Turkey = mot a 
member, 1 tantamount to is micgration with Greece. 
whoch has a say on the EC. Pornteng out that Cyprus can 
only jon an imternational m which both 
Turkey and Greece are members. Denkias recalled that 
Turkey % not yet a member of the EC. Denktas stressed 
that withen two years, the EC wall acheeve political unsty 
and form a military establishment It 1. therefore. uncon- 
cervable for the Turkish Cypriot people to jon 2 Euro- 
pean Community w, which Turkey « not a member, 
Denktas declared 

Denktas was replying to questions by a TAK [Turkesh 
Cyprnot News Agency] correspondent im connection with 
Greek Cypriot press reports that Turkey docs not object 
to linking a fuiwre Cyprus solution to membership mn the 
EC. The presedent said that the Greek Cyprnot-ireck 
paw beheves that Cyprus’ membership in the EC will 
render ineffective the system of guarantees in the 1960 
agreements, 80 i gives prnornty to membership in the EC 
Denktas remarked that i 1 to thes end that the Cireck 
Cyprnot wde wants to include the mssuc of EC member- 
ship im the basis of a future concihation 

Denktas noted that as far as the Greek Cyprot-ireck 
pair 1s concerned, membership in the EC will be the last 
move mm the Cyprus problem He sad that even if 
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carnage were to prevail on Cyprus, the EC would nesther 
imierfcre om thes meuc, whch « would commder an 
internal affair. nor would nt allow Turkey to mterfere 

Powteng out that EC member countries recognize the 
Greek Cyprot side as the legitemate government and 
allow the Greek C yprots to trample on the most natural 
nghts of the Turkish Cyprnots, Denktas cuplamed that 
the Turkesh Cyprot people capect the EC countres to 

Fermsel, UN politcal affairs director, and the Turkeh 
Cypnots’ determination on the subject was conveyed to 

North Arrests Italian for Photographing Positions 

NCO200065 991 Nicoma HALKIN SESI in Turkish 

Aug Yipl 

green line between the Turkish Cyprot and Greek Cyp- 
not sectors of Lefkosa [Nicoma] The police confisscated 
many rolls of film from Rana. who arnved mm southern 
Cyprus as a tourmt and later crossed into sorthern 
Cyprus. Legal proceedings have been opened against 
him 

It has been established that Rana’s photographs were to 
be used to draw up a map of Turkish Cyprot positions 
om the green lone. The ltahan agent « beheved to have 
been acting on the orders of the Greek Cypriot mmitell- 

gence service 
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Greece To Proceed With Baltics Recognition 
NO OD20919149! Athens ERA Tessera Radio Network 

on Greek 1800 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] A statement released by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs notes Greece will proceed with the recognition of 
the Lothwaman, Latvian. and Estoman Republics and 
with the resumption of diplomat relations eith these 
republics. The statement also pomts out the moenrtry’s 

dence It also stresses that the smooth development of 
Greece's bilateral relations with the three Baltxc coun- 
ines was suspended in 1940 following thew annciration 
mto the Soweet Umon, an action which Greeoe never 
recogmized Finally, the Greek Government capresses 
iho ait Gat Che Gave canebilen este Gale ccletions 
with the Soviet Umon through a commonly acceptabic 
fnendly. and constructive dialogue 

Recognition Not Precedent 

NCO3091337°91 Athens Ellinthi Radhiotoma Radvw 
Network on Greek 1130 GMT 3 Sep 9! 

[Text] Greece's recognition of the sndependence of the 
three Baltoc republics. which all held independent and 
sovereign status on the past. 1s om no way a precedent for 
recognition of the independence of other areas of the 
Soviet U mon of unilateral declarations of independence 
by areas of other European countnes 

This was stated by government spokesman Viron Polid- 
horas mm response to a reporter's question on whether 

Greece's recognition of the wndependence of Latvia. 
Estoma, and Lith:ama constituted a precedent for rec- 
ognition of the independence of the federated republics 
of Yugoslavia should they ultemately secede 

Cyprus’ Vasilion Meets Mitsotakis on Cyprus Iesue 

VC 0309131891 Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporation Radio Network in Greek 1030 GMT 
3 Sep 9! 

[Teat}] The delegations from Cyprus and Greece. headed 
by Cypriot Pressdent Vasihou and Greek Prome Meniter 
Konstandinos Mitsotakis. are holding a conference on 
the Cyprus problem in Athens Vasilou and Mitsotakrs 
held a two-hour meeting yesterday which was also 

attended by Cy prot Foresgn Menister Ycoryros lakovow 
and Greet. Foreign Minister Andomos Samaras 

After the meeting. President \ asilou repeated hes asser- 
thon that of 1 still too carly to predict whether the 
conference on the Cyprus problem will be held this 
month 

In the morning. President V asshow met with Mrs Mana 
Dhamanak: chairman of the ( coalition of the | eft and of 
Progress. and brefed her on the latest developments in 
the Cyprus problem After the meeting, President 

GREECE “ 

Vasshow sand that bes bawc goal to fully bref the 

[After the concluwon of the talks, Vasshow and Mitso- 
takis made statements stressing their agreement to 
address jountly the msucs and emphasizing the comc- 

dence of views between the two countnes’ governments 
Mitsotakrs and Vasihow cramined the opportunities 
opening up for a solution to the Cyprus problem and 
stressed that everything depends on the Turkish ude 

thei decision not to participate in 

process of solving the Cyprus problem, because there 1s 
notheng specific on which to hase such a prediction “| 

Vasilion on Cyprus Conference 

VC 0209/6009) Athens Ellinth: Radhiotoma Radio 
Network in Greek 18900 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] After hes meeting with President Konstandinos 
Karamanins at noon today, Cypriot Prewdent Ycoryros 
Vasihou made the following statement There will not be 
an mmternational conference unless there 1s progress on 
the Cyprus msuc This will depend on Turkey's stand 
Vasihou added | have bnefed the president on develop- 
ments on the recent months. particularly during the past 

few weeks, and then we made a jot appranal of the 
wtuatron as it 1s being formulated now Prewdent 
Vasshow described his meeting with Presedent Kara- 
mantis as of particular umportance and very useful 

Responding to a reporter's question on whether an 
imternational conference on Cyprus ultematety will be 

held, Vasihow said he 6 nol mm & postion to make any 
predections and that the conference question is linked 
with progress in narrowing the differences between the 
two sides He sand This progress actually will depend on 
the stand the Turkish wde pursues, and if there 4 no 
progress, there will be no conference. Vasihow further 
noted that a Cyprus solution should cover all aspects of 
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the problem and ported out that for the Cyprot sade. 
the Turkssh clections do not comststute an obstacic to a 
Cyprus solution. 

Hungarian Foreign Minister, Mitsotakis Hold Talks 
NC 9008 164891 Athens Ellinis Radhiotoma Radw 
Network on Greek 1500 GMT 30 Aug 9! 

[Text] The talks om Athens between Hunganan Forcign 
Munster Gera Jeszrenszky and members of the Greek 
Government have resulted om increased Greek- 
Hungarian cooperation and an cachange of views on 
mternational developments 

The trust and fnencsmip between the two countries, 
whoch assists the development of relatrons. was siressed 
at the jount news conference given recently at the Zap- 
pron Palace by the Hunganan foreign minister and 
Foreign Minister Andomos Samaras 

Government spokesman Viron Poldhoras sand today 
that the talks between Prime Monester Konstandmos 
Mitsotakrs and Je zenszky focused on Greek-Hunganan 
relations and European developments He added that 
Jeszenszky rerterated to Mrtsotakrs hes emvrtation to pay 
an official visit to Hungary. The prime minister has 
accepted the invitation and the date of the visit will be 
decided later 

Received by Karamanlis, Others 

VC 3008201491 Athens Ellinithi Radhiotoma Radi 
Network on Greek 1800 GMT 30 Aug 9! 

{Excerpts} Hunganan Foreign Minister Geza seszenszky. 
who 1s om Athens, met with Prime Monster Konsiand- 
mos Mitsotakes at 1030 today and extended to him an 
official invitation to visit Hungary The invitation was 
acoctpted. At 1100, the Hunganan foreign minister was 
received by Pressdent Konstandmmos Karamanin Half 
an hour later, Jeszenszky met with hes Greek counterpart 
Andomos Samaras The two ministers held talks on the 
latest European developments and on bilateral relations 
The government spokesman described the talks as very 
good 

Defense Minister loanni Varvitssotes received Jeszen- 
szky at 1900 tc. day Following them one-ho w meeting. 
Varvitwotrs sand “We had a pleasant discussion with the 
Hungarian foreign minister on issues of Common interest 
to the two countries. | beheve that there was complete 
identification of views. and we agreed to further promote 
the relations between the two countries ~ 

Following an invitatvon from his H counterpart 
at the jount news conference Qi clemeen, Samaras 
expressed the hope that Mitsotakrs will visit Budapest by 
the end of the year Samaras noted that the talks with hes 
counterpart were mainty on the developments in the 
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, as well as on the Cyprus 
move. The Greek foreign minister stressed We also 
drscussed the CSCE, becaus’ Hungary 1 the first of the 
Eastern countries to seek accession to the tig European 

Mitsotakis Asks for Tourism Minister's Resignation 
N©0209162091 Athens Ellinthi Radhiofoma Radio 
Network in Greek 1500 GMT 2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Prome Monster Konstandinos Mitsotakrs today 
asked for Tourrsm Minister loanni Kefaloysannis’ res- 
ignhation, according to a statement by government 
spokesman Viron Polidhoras. The prime minister sum- 
moned Kefaloy:annis at |! 30 today and stressed to him 

the Greek people voted for the New Democracy Part 
that « may lead the country out of the crisis, but thes 

~ g 

behavior of miun:sters and the way of functioning in a 

refused, as he pul 1, to Cooperate in serving unlawful 
imterests which would result im the destruction of 
Greece's natural and cultural environment with all the 
unfavorable repercussions on tourism and more gener- 

responsibility toward the nation. the people. and the 
party on whose bastions | remain a protector of unity. a 
defender of the party's charter sdeological principles. and 
wtreconc:sble on the question of morals 

National Economy Minister Evthimos Kiristodhoulou 
will take over duties from Kefaloyiannis at 1230 
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tomorrow. Khristodhoulou will exercise these duties 
temporarily because the Ministry of Tourism 1s soon to 
be abolished. 

Tehran Embassy Explosion Termed Isolated Incident 

LD3008172691 Tehran IRNA in English 0402 GMT 
30 Aug 91 

[Text] Athens, Aug. 29, IRNA—The Greek Government 
said it was following the investigations by Iranian 
authorities into an explosion in the garage of the Greek 
Embassy in Tehran Thursday morsing. Government 
spokesman Vyron Polydoras [name as received] in his 
daily briefing with Greek journalists commenting on the 
Tehran explosion said, “investigations are continuing. A 
sad and displeasing incident took place, with one explo- 
sion in the garage of our embassy in Tehran. The Iranian 
Government has informed us that 1 1s investigating the 
matter. It was fortunately an incident without victims.” 
He then read another anouncement saying: “an explo- 

sion in the garage of our embassy in Tehran took place 
today carly morning at 8 A.M. only shght material 

damage was caused. Our charge d'affaires at once asked 
the assistance of Iranian authorities. Till the moment 
there are no signs for the reasons or the source of the 
happening. The prime minster and the foreign minister 

expressed their direct and personal interest and gave 
relevant instructions.” Polydoras added that ‘we are in 
contact with our embassy in Tehran and we will have 
more news later.” 

Gireck charge daffairs in Tehran, Efthimios Pant- 
zopoylos [name as received], in a telephone interview 
with private Antenna Radio said a small hand grenade 
had caused minor damages to two cars, one belonging to 
the embassy and the other to an Embassy employee 

Asked if the embassy had received any threatening cails 

or any disturbances in the last few days, he rephed, “| am 
in the embassy since over three years, there is no 
question of threats. | cannot give any explanations. | 
myself am surprised.” The Greek diplomat described the 
explosion as “by chance and an isolated incident.” 

The Greek ambassador 1s in Athens these days for the 
visit of an Iranian oil delegation currently holding talks 
here 

* Recent Government Reshuffle Disparaged 

YVIESIO€SA Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greek 
l6 Aug Yi py 

[Article by Yoorgos Karehas: “Amidst Laughter and 
Confusion”) 

[Text] With cause the government reshuffle once again 
brought forth scenes of hilarity and garety to the political 
proscenium. And this, of course, 1s not necessarily bad 

(we do have to have diversions and we need frequent 
demonstrations about the amusing things the govern- 
ment does and thinks about) if 1 were not at the same 
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lume accompanied by comuic-tragic acts and if clouds 
were not thickening in almost all sectors of our national 
life. 

A government reshuffle 1s rarely considered an impor- 

tant event, hence the almost complcte indifference on 
the part of public opinion in this particular case. And ut 

would not be worth the trouble for anyone to seriously be 
concerned with this reshuffle if certain elements in it did 
not provoke laughter and certain others anger. And sf the 
one who accomplished ut did wot accompany i some- 
tumes with heavy-handed descriptions or sometimes by 
cheap justificative arguments. So, let us get to the point. 

1. The “small and flexible” format was a long-standing 
refrain of all of Mr. Mitsotakis’ past statements since the 
tume he was in the opposition to his present government 

position. And if the first trme he had reasons for not 
implementing 1, how many does he now”? The number of 
persons who are in his government has been decreased 
by just five persons. There used to be 41 members and 
now there are 37. Uniess he hopes for “flexibility” in the 
ministerial council on which there are only 19 ministers 

together with the two vice presidents plus Superminisicr 
Linardhatos who was almost forgotten on the roadside 

2. A “super ministry” was created so as to justify Mr 
Manos’ removal from the Ministry of Environment, 
Planning, and Public Works, in other words his ostra- 
cism from the government. Actually, 1 was known thai 
he himself would not have agreed to anything that would 
be equivalent to his being lowered in rank. Mr. Manos’ 
decapitation 1s surely a warning to those who in the 
future should dare go counter to the prime minister's will 
on a “major issuc.” It 1s known to all that the former 
minister of the environment, planning, and public works 
opposed Mr. Mitsotakis’ desire to assign the Athens 
“measure” to the bidding French firm 

4. Mr. Katsiyiannis’ becoming a minister with his known 
position in favor of high-handed personalitics shows 
what cadres and what ideas Mr. Mitsotakis rewards 

4. The amusing attempt to impose a time schedule for 
ministers (“I want to see you mn your offices at 0900 on 

Saturday”) has already passed into the jurisdiction of the 
writers of reviews. And it reveals the catreme populism 
to which the present prime minister resorts to and yet he 
was the one who dumbfounded his predecessor on just 
this matter. At least when Mr. Papandreou did ut (with 
almost the same wording) very few paid attention to the 
manipulation 

5. The prohibition of news conferences by ministers 

caused another smile since the number one minister 
hastened to correct it (between us, we are not losing 
anything if ther daily insipid incursions, especially over 

the radio, were to be curtailed) 

6. The “argument” for not making new ND [New 
Democracy] cadres ministers, namely that they have first 
of all to be “put to the test” in the Chamber of Deputies, 
was nullified in the summer of 1990 when his daughter 
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was made minister. At that time she was in the Chamber 
of Deputies for just a few months. The present decision 
to have Mrs. Bakoyianni remain outside the government 
constitutes an effort to exorcise the now admitted nepo- 
tusm and demonstrates the senousness of the other 
“argument” that the present prime minister “decides all 
alone,” when it 1s well known that Mrs. Bakoyianni had 
suggested her desire to him, with her more distant goal 
being to shape a new “profile.” 

All of the above is primarily occupying the top leader- 
ship of the government at the very time when the 
attempt to effect a recovery of the economy 1s being 
limited to tax collection measures that are leading large 
sectors of the population to the edge of poverty. (An 
example from just yesterday. An owner of a big store in 
Tourkolimano told me, “Other years on a day like today 
the store would be filled. This year, do you see what's 
happening’ And I'm afraid that dark days are ahead.) 
The squeezing of the weakest social groups 1s continuing 
while tax evasion by strong pressure groups, who have 
the capability of imposing their will on successive gov- 
ernments, 1s continuing with impunity and in a provoc- 

ative manner. Moreover, we also have the outspoken 
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good favor shown to other groups on “tncky™ days (just 
take a look at the super increase in the salaries of 
high-ranking court officials which we would have 
applauded at other times). 

Developments in national issues require seriousness, 
responsibility, and preparation just as 1s happening on 
the opposite shore. Entrusting all hopes to the American 
factor with a simulatancous abandoning of basic posi- 
tions of principle as of now without reciprocal hopes 
showed by the other side could lead to new and greater 
impasses this time. And surely it is not enough for the 
Greek prime minister to say that he will support any 
solution proposed by the president of Cyprus, thus 
rendering the Cypriot Government also more vulnerable 
to pressures and removing from the Greek side impor- 
lant negotiating weapons. 

In the midst of all these cheerful and serious things, in 
view of the warm autumn and even warmer winter and 
together with the clouds that are casting shade on our 
national horizon the recourse to the fables of the Blessed 
Virgin, just as God speaking in Paros yesterday advised, 

is pustified. God help us 
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American, Other Tourists Abducted by ‘Terrorists’ 

TA3108151191 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1455 GMT 31 Aug 91 

[Text] Bingol (ANATOLIA)—Five tourists were 
abducted by separatist terronsts on Friday evening near 
Karliova town in eastern Anatolia, official sources said. 
Three of the tourists were American, the other two 
Austnan [as received] and British. 

An official told ANATOLIA correspondent that the 
highway had been blocked by a group of separatist 
terrorists at 19:30 local time (16:30 GMT) at a distance 
of 5 kilometers from the Elmali village of Bingol Prov- 
ince. 

The terrorists checked identities of the passengers in cars 
and busses and forced down the 3 Americans and one 
Austrian traveling in the same car and the British tourist 
from a bus. 

Operations have immediately started bul no sign of 
tourists have yet been encountered, nor the identities of 
the abducted tourists could be determined. 

Ten German tourists had been abducted by separatist 
terrorists in the middie of August at Nemrod mountain 
in Tatvan in southeastern Turkey to be liberated 
unharmed several days later 

The governor of the emergency region of Turkey at the 
time, Hayri Kozakcioglu, had claimed it was a con- 
spiracy involving the German Government. The 
German Government protested and refuted the claim 

No Trace of Tourists 

TA0209154891 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
1820 GMT 2 Sep 9! 

{Text} Bingol (ANATOLIA)}—Security forces have yet to 
find any trace of five foreigners kidnapped by separatist 
guernilas in this eastern province four days ago despite a 
massive search operation. it was reported on Monday 

Officials said around 3,000 security forces are hunting 
on land and by air for the abducted men in a search 
focused on Elmal: village in Bingol’s Karlhiova township. 

Separatists kidnapped a Briton. an Australian and three 
Americans reportedly traveling in an attempt to find 
traces of what they believed to be the biblical Noah's ark. 

The five men were kidnapped by a group of terrorist 
gunmen near Elmali on Friday evening. The land-air 
search 1s reportedly continuing around the clock. 

It is the second time in a month that terrornsts have 
abducted westerners. In early August separatists kid- 
napped 10 German tourists, also in eastern Turkey. They 
were released after a week 
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Abductors Warned To Surrender 

NC 0209145891 Paris AFP in English 1428 GMT 
2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Istanbul, Sept 2 (AFP)}—Miulitary helicopters 
dropped icaflets in eastern Turkey on Monday threat- 
ening the abductors of five foreign tournsts with death if 

About 3,000 soldiers and police were searching the 
mountainous and forested region around Bingol on the 
fourth day of the hunt for three Americans, one Briton 
and one Australian who were kidnapped on Friday. 

Helicopters dropped three different leaflets in the area, 
Saying the “terrorists and bandits” faced death if they 
did not give themselves up. 

British and Australian embassy officials travelled from 
Ankara on Monday to join their Amencan counterpart 
already in Bingol, a diplomatic source said. 

State radio and television is not reporting the kidnapping 
or the search 

Turkish authorities believe the foreigners were seized by 
the Workers Party of Kurdistan, the main Kurdish 
separatist organization in Turkey, but the group has not 
claimed responsibility for the abduction. 

Lasi month, the group kidnapped 10 German tourists 
and released them 10 days later 

Baltic, Azerbaijan Independence Viewed Positively 

1.43008 184191 Ankara TRI Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 30 Aue 91 

fText] Turkey has announced that it receives positively 
the declarations of independence of the Baltic republics 
and Azerbayan and has expressed the hope that they will 

reach their goals through peaceful means 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Ambassador Murat Sungar, 
in reply to a question on the issuc, sand: It can be 
observed that the process of reconstruction, which the 
peoples of our neighbor, the Soviet Union, have been 
undergoing, has gained new momentum following the 
arduous test which ended with the historic victory im 
August of the prodemocratic forces, which we have 
supported. It can also be observed that the friendly 
Soviet peoples are making significant political decisions 
regarding their future. Within this framework, Estonia, 
Lithuania, and Latvia have decided to reinstate their 
status of independence gained in the aftermath of World 
War | and have declared that the forceful annexation of 
1940 os invalid. 

Turkey receives these developments, which it hopes will 
contribute to security and stability in Europe, positively 
Turkey has also observed the mutual statements of intent 
that all problems pending as a result of these declarations 
of independence will be solved through negotiations. 
Turkey envisages the development of tes of fnendship 
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based on peace and cooperation with these three Baltic 
States, whose annexation it never accepted. 

Turkey also receives with positive feelings and under- 
standing the decision of the fraternal Azerbayani people. 
with whom i shares historic and cultural values. We 
hope and wish that this decision on independence will 
attain its goal through peaceful negotiations between the 
parties concerned in line with the wishes and will of the 
fraternal Azerbayani people and within the framework 
of the Soviet reconstruction process. 

Baltic Diplomatic Ties Resumed 
TA0309102891 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1000 GMT 3 Sep 91 

[Text] Ankara (ANATOLIA}—Turkey said Tuesday ut 
would establish diplomatic relations with the three 
Baltic repubics, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia. 

A Foreign Ministry statement said Turkey welcomes the 
decision by Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to reestablish 
their independent status and has decided to resume 
diplomatic relations with these countries. 

The statement added that Ankara hopes thal issucs 
related to the independence decisions of the Baltic 
republics are resolved by negotiation in a constructive 
manner and that Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia take 
their place in the international community as soon as 
possible. 

It said Turkey wants to develop friendly and cooperative 
relations with the newly declared states and that officials 
from the Turkish Embassy in Moscow will visit their 
respective capitals 

Policy on Soviet Republics Outlined 

NC03091 14091 Istanbul GUNAYDIN in Turkish 
31] Aug 91 p& 

[Ardan Zenturk report: “Turkey Will Recognize the 
Turkic Republics”) 

[Tex] Ankara—It has been reported that Turkey gives 
first priority to Moscow in its relations with the Soviet 
Union and will, therefore, not rush to join the European 
countries in recognizing the Soviet republics which have 
declared their independence. It has been determined that 
Turkey 1s closely watching developments in the Islamic 
and Turkic republics in the Caucasus and Central Asia 
and that Ankara believes that if these republics declare 
their independence, it would be “normal” for Turkey to 
recognize them. 

Basic Factors in Turkey's Foreign Policy 

During a bref conversation we had with Ozdem San- 
berk, under secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
he outhned Turkey's “general” policy on the develop- 
ments: 
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1. Turkey 1s following the developments with an 
“emphasis on Moscow's stand.” Relations between 
Ankara and Moscow are more important than relations 
between Ankara and the Soviet republics. This is why 
Turkey has adopted a “cautious” approach 

2. Within thes framework, Turkey 1s wasting for the 
establishment of the basic principles of the “new union 
treaty,” whech will arrange relations between the center 
and the republics. Turkey's policy will become clearer 
when these principles are esiablished 

3. Moving together with us Western allies at thes ume 
when uncertamty prevails in the USSR, Turkey will 
maintain its resolute policy supporting the freedom of 
the Soviet people and the establishment of democracy 
and a multiparty political system in the Soviet Union. 

“The Turkic Republics Are Important” 

Turkey will not compete with any country on matters 
related to recognition of the republics which declare their 
independence. It will move in accordance with its own 
Strategy. Turkey will not disrupt its relations with 
Moscow by rushing to compete with other countnes to 
recognize the Baltic and other Soviet republics which are 
close to Europe 

4. The Black Sea Economic Zone Agreement will form 
the basis of Turkey's relations with the neighboring 
Soviet republics. Turkey has already established direct 
economic and political relations with these republics in 
accordance with this agreement. which has been upheld 
by Moscow. An effort will be made to upgrade these 
relations 

5. Turkey will adopt an “active” policy to recognize the 
Islamic and Turkic republics like Averbayan and Kaza- 
khstan when they declare their independence A move 
has already been made to cxplain this policy to the 

Soviet Union. The attention of Soviet officials has been 
drawn to the possibility that Iran and Saud: Arabia may 

try to place these regions under their influence. They 
have been informed that anachronistic trends may 

strengthen in these republics if Turkey remains afar from 
its kinsmen 

Article Seeks Broader Foreign Policy Horizons 

VC0309/13791 istanbul HURRIYVET in Turkish 

29 Aug Yi p 12 

[Column by Sedat Ergin: “The Unfolding of the Soviet 
Unmion and Turkey's Foreign Policy Toward the Eastern 
Countnes”] 

{Excerpts} Recent events in the Soviet Union have 
compelied Turkey to reconsider its foreign policy. The 
question of how these changes influence the Western 
view of Turkey and Turkey's relations with Western 

countries 1s a thesis for another time. What we wish to do 
in this column 1s view the effects of the unfolding process 
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in the Sovict Union on the countries in the castern and 
southern regions of the USSR. [passage omitted] 

Turkey Will Have New Neighbors 

The addition of two new countries. Armenia and 
Georgia. to Turkey's neighbors im the geography books 
and the World Atlas soon is a strong possibility 
Although Turkey and Azerbayan do not share a common 
border, the latter 1s still regarded as Turkey's newghbor. 
The situation of the Nakhichevan Autonomous Republic 
is still unclear’ Turkey has to be prepared for the 
possibility of tensson of clashes beyond us castern 
border These clashes may be caused by cthnec problems 
or border disputes among the three Caucasian republics 

Azerbayan, Armenia, and Cworgia 

Serious problems should not be cipecied between 

Turkey and Azerbayan or Turkey and Georgia. Armenia 
has to maintain favorable relations with Turkey because 
Turkey 1s its only outlet to the Western world. Armenian 
officials have recently seemed to understand this and 
have moved to establish good-neighborly relations with 
Turkey. Not everyone, however, can be cxpected to act 
with prudence in the foreign policy domam. Turkey. 
therefore. has to consider the possibility that fanatic 
elements in Armenia may be encouraged of provoked by 

thew supporters in Western countries to make claims on 
land in Anatoha 

New Sphere of laterest 

Turkey views the situation of the Islamic and Turki 
republics beyond the Caucasus region as important as 

well. Thes part of Central Asia, which has been like a 
closed box until recently. will be a new sphere of interest 
for the entire world soon. Turkey cannot remain indil- 

ferent toward developments in Central Asa It cannot 
turn its back on that part of the world. When republics 

like Uzbekistan and Turkmenia become independent, 
Turkey will be compelled to upgrade its relations with 
them for the following reasons 

1. This region, together with the Caucasus republics, is 
like Turkey's backyard, as on the case of the Middle East 
Living together 1s a geographical requirement. The 
Turkish foreign ministers, who will visit these countnes 
in the future, will be not be received hike usual represen- 
tatives of pust any country, but lhe “special guests” who 

should be heard with interest: Turkey does not stand to 

lose anything by strengthening its influence in (Central 
Asia. ()n the contrary, the establishment of good rela- 
tions and close political dialogucs with these countries 
will be an important gain which will have a bearing on 
other areas of Turkey's foreign relations 

2. Although limited, the economic potential of the regron 
will create a number of cconomn opportunities for 
Turkey mm the long run Turkey. however, must under- 
stand the misiakes it made on similar matters in the 
Middle East in the past. Turkey discovered its cconomi 
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interests um the Middic East during the latter half of the 
1970's. However. when ut tred to do fhusiness mm that 
region, «t realized that the market there had been taken 
over by the Western world and distant countries like the 
Republic of China, the Republic of Korca, and Brazil. 
Turkey must not make the same muestake. It must adopt 
an active policy to establish cconomac ies not only with 

the republics in Central Asia but also with all the other 
new Countries 

3. Another umportant factor « that the Islam and 
Turkic republics, which do not seem to have a highly 
developed polutical culture, will be the venue of a clash 
between the concepts of Western secularism and Islamic 
fundamentalism iran and Saud: Arata have already 
made an cflort to strengthen thew influence on these 
republics. Turkey. as a country which has established is 
own balance between Islame and Western values. 
adopted democracy. and made significant moves in the 
direction of a free market system. may become an 
attractive model for the new countries 

New Policy Toward the bast 

All these factors indicate that Turkey has to adopt a new 
policy toward the castern countnes. The objective of this 
policy must be carcfully established. If Turkey 1s able to 
place this regron under its influence to a certain degree, 
then ut will be able to use thes unfluence as a source of 
support im its relations with the Western world. The 
imitiatives Turkey will make om that regard will create 
new Opportunities for its foreygn relations. that 1s, as long 
as Turkey neither turns away from is objective of 
integrating with the Western world nor allows “racist” 
tendencies to prevail 

When changes are taking place at a fast pace and new 
maps are being drawn up im the world, Turkey musi 
think on a global scale and adopt global poles. The 
ume has come for us to broaden our horizons 

Justice, Interior, [Transportation Ministers Named 

143008180991 Ankara TRI Televison Network 

in Turkish 1°00 GUT 420 Aue 9! 

[Teat] As stipulated by the Constitution, the justice, 
intenor, and transportation ministers have been changed 
in the wake of the carly general clections to be held on 20 
October Professor Suat Biige has been appointed justice 
minister, Under Secretary Sabahattin Cakmakoglu as 
interior munister, and former SEKA [Turkish Cellulose 
and Paper Factores Administration)] Director General 
Sabahattin V alimpala as transportation minister Article 
115 of the Constetution stipulates that the prime min- 

ister appoint independent persons from within or out- 

side the Assembly as the justice. enternor and transpor- 

tation ministers within five days of the decision to hold 

clecvions. The decision on the carly clections was issucd 
m the OFFICIAL GAZETTE on 26 August and went 
into effect the same day 
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Radio Urges \anthi Residents To Kill Deputy 

NC0309113991 Istanbul HURRIVET om Turkish 

29 Aug 91 p 17 

[Fath Gullapoglu report: “Greek Radio Provocations”| 

[Excerpts] Xanthi, (HURRIYET}—The tension created 
by the Greek police forced removal of the clected mufts 
of Xanthi, Emin Aga. from his office contunucs. A local 
radio, known as “Radi Life FM.” os calling on the 
people to “kill Ahmet Faikoglu if you see him.” Faikoglu 
iS an independent deputy who represents the Turkish 
minority in Western Thrace [passage omitted] 

The unbchevable announcements made by “Radio Life 
FM.” which broadcasts on 96.1 FM. are escalating the 
tension in the region. A man named Viahopulos, who is 
one of the main speakers on “Radvo Life FM.” reads the 
following announcement on the hour every hour 
“Ahmet Faikoglu. a minority deputy, and his brother, 
Erdinc Faskoglu, are the two individuals who are respon- 
sible for the tension in Xanth: Beat them up and kill 
them if you see them.” 

The fact that the prosecutor's office has done nothing to 
prevent the broadcast of this announcement, which 
began after the mcidents in Xanthi, has created the 
impression that the local administration supports the 
announcement. [passage omitted] 

Group Protests \anthi Incidents at Greek Embassy 
TA3008170291 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
1S40 GMT 30 Aug 9! 

[Teat) Ankara (ANATOLIA}—A number of members of 
the Bulgarian Turks Association held a demonstration 
here in front of the Greek Embassy, to protest the stand 
of the Greek Government against its Turkish-Mosiem 
minority, on Friday 

Four men with masks on thei faces left a black wreath in 
front of the Greek Embassy 

Ibrahim Efendioglu, the leader of the association, 
speaking in front of the embassy, recalled that Mehmet 
the Conqueror who conquered Istanbul in 1453. gave the 
freedom of religion and belief to the Greek and 
Orthodos churches 

He added that a number of agreements between Turkey 
and Greece also secured these nights of minorities in 
both countnes 

Efendoglu said that the Gireck Government was secretly 
supporting the incidents which occurred om Xanthi. 
Greece, in which Turks were assaulted by Crreck fanatics 

He added that recurrence of smuilar events, will lead 
their association and such organization as the Iraq 
National Turkoman Party and Western Thrace Turks 
receiving education here. to file complaints to the 
United Nations and samilar bodies 
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Western Thrace Turks ended a sit-in since Sunday in 
front of the Greek Patriarchate on Thursday. The actsron 
was designed to protest the replacement of an clected 
rehgsous leader. the mufts by a government appointee in 
the northern Greek town of Nanth: last Thursday 

When cthax Turks m Xanth: quietly protesied the 
government imicricrence at the weekend they were 
attacked by hostile Greek fanatics 

The cthn Turkish minority are supposed to have the 
right to cleci thew own muft: under the Athens agree- 
ment of 1913, which was later incorporated into Greek 
law on 1920. 

Earler this week Turkey asked the European ( ommu- 
nity to investigate recent Greek treatment of is ethnic 
Turkish minority 

In a letter to his Dutch counterpart Hans van den Brock. 
the current EC term president. Foreign Ministcr Sata 
Giray described the situation of the ethnic Turks as 
“deplorable 

British Minister Concludes Ankara Trade Talks 
TAOIU9I8IS91 Ankara TRI Televison Network 

in Turkish LOO GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] British Commerce Minister Tim Salisbury [name 
as heard] has concluded his contacts m Ankara. He 
called on Treasury and Foreign Trade under secretary 
Namik Kemal Kilic thes morning and conferred with 
him for some time. The Britesh ambassador to Ankara 
was also present at the mecting Salisbury later met with 
State Minister and Deputy Prime Minister Ekrem Pak- 
demuirl at Esenboga Airport. In 4 statement before the 
meeting, Pakdemirl: sand that Turkey might transfer 
technology from Britain and in exchange caport agricul- 
tural, textile, and son and stcel products. Noting that 
Turkish and British firms might jorntly invest in various 
countries in the Middle East and Africa, Pakdemurh said 
that the trade deficit between the two countries can be 
closed by encouraging Turkish firms to caport to Britain 
Salisbury sand that Brita: one of the countres that 

catensively invests in Turkey and that these invesiments 
can help Turkey capand its exports 

Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Arrives on Visit 

T40209175591 Ankara TRI Televison Network 
im Turkish DOOGMT 2 Sep 9! 

[Text] Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Abdul Ghaflar 
bin Baba has arrived on an official visit om Ankara. Al 
Esenboga Airport, he was received by State Minister and 
Deputy Prome Minister Ekrem Pakdemuirh In a state- 
ment at the airport, Pakderm:~: ’ That Turkey wants 
to develop its trade, cconome . - - _fal relations with 

Malaysia. He added that Ghafz: tn Bahba’s visit wo 
Turkey will contribute positively to bilateral relations 

The two deputy prime ministers later met and conferred 
for some time 
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Pakdemirli Hests Dinner 

740309061191 Ankara Turkiye Radyolant Network 

in Turkish 2000 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] Ekrem Pakdemuirh, state minister and deputy 
prime munister, has declared that Turkey shares a 
common goal with Malaysia regarding peace. stability, 
tranquillity, and cooperation. This constitutes the basis 
for strengthening bilateral relations, Pakdemuirl: noted. 
Pakdemuirli hosted Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister 
Abdul Ghaffar bin Baba, currently on an official visit to 
Ankara. al dinner tonight. 

In a dinner toast, Pakdemurl sand that every possibic 
effort must be exerted in a bid to diversify the relations 
between the two countnes. Pakdemurh added that he 1s 
very pleased that Malaysia 15 in close Cooperation with 
Turkey im the international arena as well 

In turn. the Malaysian deputy prime minister remarked 
that the economic relations between Turkey and his 
country must be increased 

Iraq's Khuddayir on PKK, Cross-Border Operation 
743008154691 Ankara ANATOLIA im Turkish 

ISIS GMT 30 Aug 9! 

[Text] Istanbul (ANATOLIA}—Iraq: Foreign Minister 
Ahmad Husayn Khudayyir has sand that his country has 
no relationship with the PKK [Workers Party of Kurdi- 
stan}, clanming that the PKK 1s being used by the foreign 
forces statroned in the region. 

Khuddayir, who stopped over in Istanbul on his way to 
a nonaligne’ conference to be held im Ghana, made a 
Statement at Istanbul's Ataturk Airport. Pointing out 
that a good relationship between the two countries 1s to 
the benefit of both. he said that the foreign forces 
currenily stationed here are the greatest threat to 

regional peace 

Declaring that Turkey and Iraq will be frends and 
Fico until eternity, Khuddayir said: The caistence 
of forces in Turkey disturbs us because we know 
that they oppose Iraq 

In response to a question, the Iraqi foreign minister said 
that his country has never supported anyone against 
Turkey and added: We have never supported anyone 
against Turkey's integrity in the past and we will never 
do so in the future No action was undertaken from Iraq 
against Turkey prior to the Gulf war. The foreign forces 
Stationed in the region are using the PKK against 
Turkey. We have no relationship with the PKK. The 
Turkish Government is well aware of who 1s supporting 
the PKK 

Replying to a question on the cross-border operation 
undertaken by Turkey, Khuddayir sand: Turkey has sent 
its armed forces into our territory without our consent 
This action cannot be approved 

Khuddayir will leave Turkey thes evening 
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Kuwait Trade Delegation Arrives for Talks 

143108152691 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1450 GMT 31 Aug 9! 

{Text} Istanbul (ANATOLIA}—A Kuwait: trade delega- 
tion headed by Kuwaiti Commerce and Industry Min- 
ister Hasan al-Jarallah arrived in Istanbul on Saturday at 
the invitation of Turkish State Minister Vehbi Dincerier. 

Dincerier sand at the airport thal cconomic relations 
between the two countries and measures needed to 
mecrease the trade volume and investments will be the 
main themes of talks in Ankara on 2 and 3 September. 

Dincerler sand project credits to be received from 
Kuwait, contracting services Turkey will supply for 
reconstruction of Kuwait and communications and 
tourism subjects will also be brought up during the talks. 

Turkey's exports to Kuwait in 1990 amounted to 92 
milhon dollars and imports to 54 millon dollars. 
Dincerier said exports rose to 1.5 million dollars and 
imports down to 276 thousand dollars in 1991. 

The Kuwait: delegation will spend their days in Istanbul 
visiting historical and touristic places. 

Talks Begin in Ankara 

140209163491 Ankara TRT Television Network 

in Turkish 1600 GMT 2 Sep 91 

[Text] Kuwait: Minister of Commerce and Industry 
‘Abdallah Hasan al-Jarallah has begun his contacts in 
Ankara. He was received by State Minister and Deputy 
Prime Minister Ekrem Pakdemurli. In a statement at the 
meeting, Pakdemuirli said that the relations between 
Turkey and Kuwait were excellent prior to the Gulf war 
but that they are currently at the lowest level. He noted 
that the bilateral trade volume was $200 million annu- 
ally prior to the war and that the bilateral relations in the 
fields of contracting services, tourism, and culture were 
praiseworthy. Also speaking at the meeting, al- Jarallah 
expressed his country’s gratitude to Turkey for the policy 
the latter pursued during the Gulf crisis. Stating that his 
country 1s well aware of Turkey's sacrifices for Kuwait, 
al-Jarallah added that the Kuwait Fund will finance 
various projects in countries that have suffered damages 
as a result of the Gulf war. He concluded by saying that 
he brought a message from the Kuwait: amir to President 
Turgut Oval cxpressing the amur's well wishes to the 
Turkish nation. 

Iranian Minister ‘\ nhappy’ With Trade Cooperation 

LDO10910849! Tehran IRNA in English 
1345 GMT 31 Sep 91 

[Text] Istanbul, Aug 31. IRNA—Heavy Industries Min- 
ister of Iran Hadi Nezhad-Hoseynian discussed Tehran- 
Ankara coonomi cooperation, and followed up the 
latest letter of understanding inked during the recent 
visit of President Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani to Turkey, 
in separate meetings with Turkish officials 
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Hoseynian who came to Turkey to particepate im the 
maugural ceremony of the Izmir international trade fair, 
told reporters before departure on Friday that he was 
unhappy with the level of the cconomi and trade 
cooperation between the two countnes over the past few 
months. 

“Problems hindering the progress of the letter of under- 
Standing were decided to be pul forth to the Turkish 
Cabinet, and the results would be discussed during the 
future visit of the Turkish president to Iran.” 

Turkish President Turgut Ozal 1s to visit Iran to youn his 
Iranian and Pakistani Counterparis al a summut session 
of the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO), to be 
held in November. 

While in Turkey, Hoseynian also attended a one-day 
seminar in Istanbul on Tucsday, where he discussed 
expansion of bilateral cconomi cooperation with 35 
Turkish Government and private industrialssts. 

Hoscynian left Istanbul for Tehran Friday. 

Economic, Trade Coog ration Discussed With Iran 

LDO109115991 Tehran IRNA in English 
0907 GMT | Sep 91 

[Text] Istanbul, Sept. |. IRNA—Tehran and Ankara 
explored new avenues for economic and trade coopera- 
tion between the Iranian and Turkish public and private 
sectors im their last week talks, chairman of Iran's 
Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Mines Alinaqi 
Khamoush: said here Friday. 

Khamoushi was commenting after a seminar held in 
Izmir, Turkey, last Tuesday which caplored trade poten- 
tuals of the two countnes. The seminar was attended by 
a 35-man Iranian headed by Khamoush: and 
a large number of Turkish industrialists. 

Khamoushi said Iran for the first time has dispatched an 
economic delegation abroad to find appropriate markets 
for Iramian goods. “The measure is a milestone in foreign 
trade of our country,” he added 

He said Turkey is @ good market for Iran's chemical, 
construction and teatile products 

More on the seminar, he said the two sides discussed 
bilateral cooperation and joint ventures im clectronic. 
pharmaceutical and foodstuff indusines, products of 
which are to be marketed im Iran, Turkey and other 
countnes. 

Furthermore. the chambers of commerce of the two 
countnes are working to remove bottlenecks on export of 
Iraman goods to Turkey mcluding waiving of extra 
export tanffs apphed by Turkey. Khamoush: noted 

While in Turkey, the lraman delegation underlined the 
need for fixing preferential tariffs between members of 
the tripartite economic cooperation organization (ECO). 
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grouping Iran, Pakistan and I urkey as well as speeding 
up procedures for establrshing the ECO bank 

Tunisian Tourism Minister ( omments, Departs 2 Sep 

TAODIO9ISS291 Ankara ANATOLIA im English 
1830 GMT 2 Sep ¥i 

[Text] Istanbul (ANATOLIA}—Tunmian Toursm and 
Handicrafts Minister Mohamed Jegham on an official 
visit here, departed Turkey on Monday. Jegham was 
visiting Turkey as the official gucsi of Tourism Munsster 
Bulent Akarcah, since last week. 

In a statement before hus departure, Jegham said that 
Turkey was in a process of great development in the field 
of tournsm and that hu country wanted to benefit from 
this know-how and caiperience. 

He added that he had been bricfed by Turkish officials 
on the spa facilities and services in Turkey. 

Jegham said that concrete topics of cooperation in the 
field were to be taken up by the Turkish-Tuniian joint 
economic COMmMussION Meeting to Convene neal month 
in Tunssia. 

Spokesman on Israeli Presence at Water Conference 

1.43008 164691 Ankara ANATOLIA in English 
1525 GMT 30 Aug 91 

[Text] Ankara (ANATOLIA)}—Isracl's charge d'affaires 
Dr. Uni Gordon said today that they would be picased to 
receive an invitation to partecipate im the Middle East 
water conference to be held in Istanbul between 3 and 9 
November 

Gordon told ANATOLIA that his country has not been 
called on to youn the conference yet and therefore he did 
not want to comment on this mecting at the moment 

Answering a question on the issuc last Tuesday. Foreign 
Ministry spokesman Murat Sungar said that Israci had 
not been imvited to the conference not because of any 
pressures bul because of the lack of an atmosphere, for 
the treme being, which would make the coming together 
of Israci and Arab countries possible 

Sungar had added that | would be meaningless for 
Turkey to host a conference which then would not be 
attended by the majority of Arab countnes 

* New Left in SHP Seen Challenging, Promising 

GIESIOOVA Istanbul 1E MPO in lurkish 14.20 Jul 91 

piv 

[Unatiributed interview with Ismail Com, place and date 
not given “Conversation With Ismail Cem. If the Social 
Democrat Populist Party Is To Be Transformed ..“] 

[Text] (TEMPO) tt « berg sand that the “wind of 
change” 1s blowing. Is the hope for change mm Turkish 
politics more forceful today than ycosterday” 



[Cem] For us renewal a very emportant concept. We 
look at this concept quite a but differently than brherals 

Renewal, to our way of thenking. 1s assertong that quality 
8 achieved for everyone mm socees* =. in every field ht 
is the act of 

[TEMPO] What 1s the fundamental probiem for Turkey 
and for the SHP on the eve of an assembly” 

[Cem] The fundamental problem 1s saving Turkey from 
the Ozal mentality, and t should not be left to Demure! 
to rescue us from this mentality 

come to the pout where reaches is potential The 
principles of reason and hard work will change Turkey If 
the SHP cannot renew itself, cannot change Turkey 
The primary condition for accelerating society and 
having the peoples’ vouce be heard 1s thes Renewal and 
change in the left has to come from within 

{TEMPO} Can the New Left be successful at thes withen 
the SHP” 

[Cem] Yes. it can be sasd that « has begun to succeed 
Considerable progress has been made The New Left has 
the ideas for realizing renewal in the SHP Its proposals 

Polvtics, especially the politics of the left. can 
make this change of conditions happen 

(TEMPO) Will Mr Denw Baykal be a candidate for 
chawman at the SHP assembly” 

[Cem] We, the New Left, made thu proposal. We are 
certamn that Mr. Baykal will bring about a renewal and 
unification of the SHP. and that he will work to develop 
Turkey with reason. modernity and hard work It 1s up to 
Mr. Baykal to give the final word to the assembly, as far 
as realizing the proposal and deciding on the timing of 
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